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ABSTRACf

WlNKELSTEIN, DANIEL. Transient Nonlinear Simulation of Transmission Line

Systems. (Under the direction of Dr. Michael Steer).

The purpose of this research has been to develop a method to simulate multiport

transmission line systems when the terminating devices have nonlinear or time dependent

characteristics. This research is motivated by the fact that existing methods of simulating

transmission line systems rely on either non-physical approximations of the transmission
-

line systems or linear approximation of the terminating device characteristics. To date there

is no method available to simulate in the time-domain complex multiport lossy transmission

line systems when the termination consist of nonlinear time dependent devices (such as

digital TIL logic). This research fills this gap by incorporating into the commercial circuit

simulator SCAMPER (a SPICE-like circuit simulator) a method of simulating in the time

domain complex, multiport, coupled, and lossy transmission line systems described by

frequency-domain Scattering parameters. This method of simulation is verified by

comparing it against existing simulation techniques and against laboratory measurements.

Finally, this technique is used to derive guidelines for backpanel design of large scale

digital systems.
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1, INTRoDucTION

1. 1. AREA OF INTEREST

This research project explores the science of electromagnetic wave propagation as it relates

to transmission line theory. This research also explores the..field of computer simulation of

circuits in which the interconnect between nonlinear devices is defined by transmission line

systems.

We will use the term transmission line systems t~ describe an electrical interconnect

network in which there is a finite non-negligible delay between when a waveform is excited

by a source and when that energy reaches a subsequent circuit. The transmission line

systems of particular interest are those related to the interconnects found in large scale

digital systems. Specifically, we are concerned with the interconnect on a printed circuit

board (PCB) between individual integrated circuit (IC) devices. This interconnect is

generally copper tracing over a common ground plane with a glass-epoxy! (FR4) dielectric

referred to as microstrip-, The interconnect can also be copper tracking sandwiched

between a common ground planes, referred to as stripIine3•

We will use the term termination to describe the electrical circuits, either active or passive,

that generate and receive electrical signals. The terminating circuits detailed in this research

may either be linear time invariant, or nonlinear (time invariant or time dependent; state

invariant or state dependent). The circuits of particular interest are those that are used in

INonhem Telecom,NT 5015 Coworate Standard(Northern Telecom,Oct 1989),p. 70.

2K.C.Gupta et al., Microstrip Lines and Slotline (NorwoodMA: Artech House, 1979), p. 2.

3K.C.Guptaet al., Computer-Aided Design of MicrowaveCircuits (NorwoodMA: Artech House,
1981), p. 56.
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high speed digital system design, specifically Advanced Schottky TTL (transistor

transistor-logic) or CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-conductor) devices.i-'

We will use the term simulation to describe the process by which the response of a system

may be predicted. The simulations reponed in this project used the commercially available

circuit simulator SCAMPER.6 This simulator is a proprietary BNR simulation tool, similar

to SPICE,' that performs transient and steady state analysis of electrical circuits.

1.2. MOTIVATION

The speed at which digital systems can operate is increasingly constrained by the

transmission line effects of the printed circuit board (PCB) tracking. Since simulation

techniques have not kept pace with advances in device switching speed, a designer may not

be able to predict errors introduced by transmission line effects until a PCB has been

prototyped. Furthermore, as time-to-market requirements are compressed, a designer is

forced to rely on simulations, as opposed to prototyping, to prove the functionality and

robustness of a design. Therefore, in order to properly assess the impact of transmission

lines on digital system performance, simulation tools require an accurate method to

incorporate transmission line effect.8

4Motorola, FAST and LS m DatA Revision4 (1989), p. 2-2.

STexas Instruments, Advanced CMOSLoKic. Desiwers Handbook (1987), p.2-2.

6Bell-Northern Research, SCAMPER Reference Manyal, Release5.01.00,(Canada: Bell-Northern
Research, 1990), p. 1.

7MicroSim Corporation, P-Spice, (Irvine California: MicroSim Corporation, 1989), p. 1.

8 Dan Winkelstein "TransientSimulationof Complex, Lossy, Multi-pen Transmission line
Networks withNonlinear Digital Device Tenninatioo Using a Circuit Simulator," Proceedings - 1989
Southeaste0o• (April 9-12, 1989), p. 1239
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To illustrate the increase in system speed over the past decade, we examine the frequency

of the system (master) clock used in microprocessor based systems
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Figure 1. Projected microprocessor clock speed?

Plot of the clock speed of various commercially available microprocessors as a function of
time. Linear regression and exponential curve fitting techniques are used to forecast the

ex ected clock s eelsin the earl 1990s.

From figure 1, it is apparent that the master clock in a digital system will be approaching

50-100 MHz by 1995. This means we will have sub-nanosecond edge rates. Thus, for

digital systems, there will be non-negligible frequency components (higher order

harmonics) in the Gigahertz range (e.g. microwave range).lO Funhermore, the bandwidth

of the signals will span from DC up to the 10th or 20 th harmonic.

In order for systems to operate properly with frequency components in this range and

bandwidth, transmission line effects cannot be neglected. I I Therefore, in order to meet

9Real Pomerleau, BNR, 1989

lORoben E. Collin,Foundations for Microwave Engineerins(McGraw-Hill Inc, 1966),page 1.

IlHezben Tauband Donald Schi1ling, DiSital Integrated Electronics (McGraw-Hill Inc, 1977), p.
567.
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both design requirements for a product and businessconcerns (cost, time-to-market,

prototyping, etc) circuit simulation must becapable of accurately predictingthe effect

transmission line effects will have on a digital circuit.

At present, there is no commercially availablecircuit simulation tool that can accurately

predict the response of a complex coupled lossy multi-p~.transmission line system and

arbitrary nonlinear terminations. The motivationbehind this research was to fill this very

large gap in the area of system simulation.

In this repon, when we refer to transmission line effects we refer to the problems of

reflection, metastates, and crosstalkcaused by non-negligible propagation delay and finite

characteristic impedance inherent in any transmission line system.P

1.3. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

This research addresses the problems of simulating the effect transmission lines have on

systems terminated with nonlineardevices. As detailed in latter sections the most

convenient and descriptive method to measure, simulate,and manipulate transmission line

systems is in the frequency-domain. On the other hand, devices with nonlinear termination

characteristics are most convenientlysimulatedin the time-domain. Digital devices that

exhibit both time dependent and state dependent (e.g. hysterisis)characteristics-' may only

be simulated in the time-domain.l"

12Dan Winkelstein, "DigitalDesignGuidelines for High SpeedBackpanel Interconnect,"
Proceedings - 1989 SQutheasJCQn, (April 9-12, 1989), p. 1321.

13Fairchild Cameraand InstrumentCorporation, FAST Fairchild Advanced Schottky1TL, (South
Portland Maine: FairchildCameraand InstrumentCorporation-Digital Products Division, 1982), pp. 2-3 to
3-8.

14Kenneth S. Kundertand Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, "Simulation of NonlinearCircuits in
the Frequency Domain," IEEE Transactions OD Computer-Aided DesiKJ1, CAD-5,No.4, (Oct 1986),p,

521.
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For analog circuit simulators, such as SPICE, simulations can either be performed in the

time-domain or in the frequency-domain. In.the past, simulation techniques, used by circuit

simulators, for predicting the effects transmission lines will have on digital systems using

PCB technology, relied on non-physicalapproximations of the digital devices or the

transmission line network.IS

If the simulations are performed in the frequency-domain, the transmission line system may

be accurately described by measured Scattering (S) parameters; however, linear

approximations must be made for the terminationcharacteristics of nonlinear digital

devices.l" In addition, simulation tools such as SCAMPER limit frequency-domain

S-parameter evaluation to a 2-pon system.l?

If the simulationsare performed in the time-domain, the digital devices can be accurately

described by complex nonlinear transistor level models or approximated by macromodel;18

however, the transmission line system must be approximated by either lumped elements or

lossless delay line models.19,20 Lossless delay lines, such as those used in PSPICE are

limited strictly to simple 2-pon straight lossy lines with no impedance disconrinuities.U

lSWinkelstein, "Transient", p.1240.

16Jerry Prioste,Tom Balph,and Bill Blood,Simulate MECLSystem Interconnections with a
computerpmmm. AN-700 Application Note, (MotorolaSemiconductor Products Inc, 1973)p. 3.

I7SCAMPER ReferenceManual, p 225.

180meme R. Boyleet al., "Macromodeling of IntegratedCircuitOperationalAmplifiers," IEEE
Transactionsof Solid State Circuits,SC-9, No.6 (Dec 1974),p. 353.

19JeffWest et al., FAST Users Guide: Using FAST devices in SPICE Simulations,Revision E
(SigneticsOrem DesignCenter, 1988),ExampleE.

20I>atrick Yeung,"TimeDomain Transmission Line ModelsUsersGuide," BNRInternal
document

21MicroSim Corporation,P-Spjce, p.98
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Several authors22,23,24 have suggested methods to use measured or calculated network

parameters (Z,Y,S parameters) to simulate transmission line systems with nonlinear

termination in the time-domain. As we shall show later, these methods were limited in the

type of system that could be simulated (2-port or simple 4-ports), exhibited problems with

parameter dynamic range, or were difficult to use in a circuit simulator.

Thus, to date, there exists no commercially available technique that permits both measured

or calculated S-parameter to be used to describe the transmission line network and complex

nonlinear transistor level models to be used to describe the digital device terminations.

1.4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH

This research will suggest one approach to simulating complex multiport lossy

transmission line systems terminated with arbitrary nonlinear devices. This research shall

also suggest an approach to implement these transmission line systems into a general

purpose analog circuit simulator. We will show that this approach to simulating

transmission line systems accurately predicts the time-domain response of these systems.

Specifically, we will show that the approach developed by this research provides a more

accurate method for predicting the response of high speed digital systems than is currently

available.

We limit this paper so that the following items are outside the scope of this research:

22Jose Schuu-Aine and Raj Miura. "Scattering Parameter Transient Analysis of Transmission
Lines Loaded with NonlinearTerminations," IEEETransactions on Microwave Theory and TechniQyes, Vol
36, No.3 (March 1988), p. 529.

23Jose Schutt-Aine and Raj Miura, "Nonlinear Transient Analysis of Coupled Transmission
Lines," IEEE Transactjons on Circujts and Systems, Vol 36, No.7 (July 1989),p, 959.

24Antonije R. Djor.djevic, Tappan K. Sarsar,and RogerF. Harrington, "Analysis of Lossy
Transmission lines with ArbitraryNonlinear Terminal Networks," IEEETransactionson Microwave
Theory and TechniQues, MTI-34, No.6(June1986),p. 660.
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• Discussion in detailof the operationof generalpurpose time-domainanalog circuit

simulators. We will however,discuss the operation of some of the aspects of the time

domain simulationand methods in which the circuit simulator SCAMPER operates.

• Discussionin detail of all methodsused by analog circuit simulators to solve the

system of nonlinearequations. We will however,discuss approaches used by some time

domain simulators.

• Rigorousproof that the approachsuggestedherein is superior in accuracy to other

approachesdetailed in the literature. We will ho~ever, show that our approach can provide

accurateresults withoutsome of the problemsor limitationsassociated with other

approaches.

• Prove that the approach suggestedhereinaccuratelypredicts the system response of

all circuit designs. We will show that this approach works well for a representativedesign

on PCBs with digital device termination.

• Prove that the approachsuggestedherein can be used with all nonlinear

terminations. We will however, show that our approach works with certain complex digital

device models.

• Address simulationof other high speed related effects such as ground bounce,

power rail noise, electromagnetic interference (EMI), or electromagnetic susceptibility.

In addition to suggesting an approach to digital simulation, this research will also

demonstratean application of the technique. This application involves developing general

7



design guidelines for moderately high speed digital backpanel design when driven by

Advanced Schottky TIL logic.2S

These guidelines are by no means conclusive, nor do they address every aspect of

backpanel design. These guidelines do, however, provide a starting point for designers to

set up a prototype system with a high probability of proper.operation.

1.5. APPLICATION

This research has application in nearly all fields of electronic design and simulation.w

Specifically we will show how this research is applicable to digital electronic design and

simulation. This research may also have application in the field of microwave design and

wafer scale VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) design.

In the field of digital electronic design, we demonstrate that simulation techniques similar to

those proposed herein provide a far more robust method to analyze the real life effects of

transmission line systems (loss/dispersion, impedance discontinuities, coupling, etc.) than

present methods when the terminating devices are nonlinear digital devices.F

While the field of microwave simulation (antenna simulation, EM! simulation, etc) tends to

be dominated by frequency-domain approaches such as harmonic balance and generalized

2SMotorola, FASTand LS m Data, pp 2-3 to 2-6.

26R. Trew, Notes from ECE619 at NCSU.

27DanielWinkelsteio, "Simulationof Complex Coupled PCB Layouts with Nonlinear Digital
Device Tenninatioo," ProceedioKs RF Expo East 1988'pbiladelphiaPAD October 25-27, 1988(Cardiff
Publishing Company, 1988), p. 359.
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power series,28~ the approach suggested herein should be applicable to non-steady state

(transient) analysis. Specifically in microwave design, transient analysis would be useful

when time dependent characteristicsare important For instance, applications employing

microwave switches a transient analysis may be required.

For wafer scale VLSI design.'? we have terminating devices very similar to those found in

PCB design. The transmission lines; however, tend to be both very lossy 3! and very shone

Thus at very high frequencies, the approach suggested herein would be very applicable. In

fact, since wafer scale VLSI designs are difficult to probe, simulation becomes much more

critical for this level of design than for PCB design.

280upta, Computer-aided Desim, p. 433.

29Chao-Ren Chang et al, "Simulation of Nonlinear RF and Microwave Circuits," ProceedinKs BE
Expo East 1988.Philadelphia PAt October 25-27. 1988 (Cardiff Publishing Company, 1988), p. 333.

30SusanGodseU Baust, "Implementing a packaging Strategy for HighPerformance Computers "
HiKb Performance Systems(January 1990),pp 28-31. '

31Dan Winkelstein. Measurements from a test sample supplied by RAYCHEM Inc. 1989.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1. SCOPE

The information presented in this section covers the basic techniques used to simulate

transmission line systems. While the simulation techniques. employed operate in the time

domain, a working knowledge of the frequency-domain characteristics of transmission

lines is essential.

Therefore, this section will stan by expanding upon the defmition of transmission line

effects. We then proceed to detail the frequency-domain analysis of transmission lines.

This leads us to a discussion of the frequency-domain measurement techniques that are

employed in this research.

We then move on to a discussion of the time-domain descriptions of a transmission line

system. We also talk about time-domain transmission line measurement techniques.

We include a mathematics section where we describe the Fourier transform and mention the

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).32 The Fourier transform can be used to convert between the

time-domain and frequency-domain.P We also describe some of the problems associated

with this transform.

Additionally, we discuss simulation and simulation techniques in the frequency-domain.

We present a method to simulate transmission line systems with linear termination. This

technique is then used as the benchmark for evaluation of nonlinear simulation techniques.

32William H. Press et al, Numerical Recipes in C (Cambridge MA: Cambridge University Press,

1988), p. 407.

33Clude S. Lindquist, Active Network PesiK" with Sima! Filtering Applications (Long Beach,

CA: Steward and Sons, 1977), p. 24.
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We also outline the techniques of harmonic balance, a frequency-domain methcxl to solve

steady state transmission line systems with nonlinear time and state invariant termination.

Furthermore, we present in this section details of available methods to solve single and

multi-eonductor transmission line systems with nonlinear termination in the time-domain.

We outline the advantages, disadvantages and limitations of each of the currently available

techniques.

To conclude the background section, we will discuss some of the practical implementations

of time-domain simulations. We will outline the ~ethcxls circuit simulators (including

SCAMPER) may use to solve electrical systems. Finally, we will present some ideas

related to convergence and stability when using a circuit simulator.

This will bring us to the simulation approach proposed here that we will refer to as the

methcxl of Transient Nonlinear Simulation of Transmission line Systems (TNSTS)

technique.

2.2. TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY

2.2.1. Transmission Line Effects

A simple coupled transmission line system, shown in Figure 2, is used as an example to

illustrate transmission line effects. In this figure, the transmission line effects of reflection,

metastate, and cross-talk are illustrated.

11
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Figure 2. Exampleof transmission line effects for a coupled system

These transmission line effects show the voltageresponses one may see on an oscilloscope
for a cou led transmission line s stemdriven b hi h s ed TIL or CMOS 10 ic.§

Transmissionline reflections area transient phenomena that result from impedance

mismatches.

§ These voltage responses do notrepresent anyspecific design or simulation, but ratherare
intended to illustrate transmission lineeffects.
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Most impedancemismatches are eitherdue to a mismatch between the transmission lineand

the driver or caused by a transmission line discontinuity. Connectors generally are the

largest discontinuities encounteredin backpaneldesign.34

Reflections due to impedance mismatches occur when a source places energy onto a

transmission line thancannot be entirely transmittedto a termination, When energy

travellingon a transmission line, is not absorbed by a termination, there will be energy that

is reflected. What results is energy bouncing from end-to-end of the transmissionline until

all the energy is dissipated. These reflections are manifested as overshoot and undershoot

of a digital signal.

Metastates are a delay problem due to finite characteristic impedance and non-zero

propagationdelay. For digital systemsmetastatesare encountered when a digital signal is

driven to an intermediatestate betweena logic 0 and a logic 1. When a non-zero

impedance source outputs a square waveonto a transmissionline terminated with a high

impedancereceiver, the voltage level at the output of the driver will assume some

intermediatevalue until a positivereflection is received from the farthest end of the

transmission line. For digital systems this intermediate voltage level is called a metastate

and can cause false data or data glitches.35

Cross-talk is a transientphenomenain which energy from one line is capacitively and

inductivelycoupled to another line.36 The coupled energy remains on the victim line until

absorbed. When enoughenergy is coupled from the generator line to the victim line the

34MichaelE. McNeilly, Norcon4X90 Connector for Data Rates> 300Mb/s (BNR Electrical
Connection Technology, TL-5Hl6-22-88, 1988), p. 11.

3SHerbertTaub, p. 222.

36BellLaboratories, TransmissionSystems for Communications. Fifth Edition (Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc, 1982), p. 115.
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voltageon the victim line may besufficiently penurbed to change the stateof the data on the

victim line. Cross-talkmanifests itself as data glitches.

2.2.2. Frequency-Domain Analysis

2.2.2.1. Basic Concepts

2.2.2.1.1. Characteristic Impedance

Given a steady stateTransverse Electromagnetic (TEM) wavepropagating in the z direction

the electric field may be describedby37

and the magnetic field is described by

Et = -V<l>e±jko z (1)

where

(2)

Et is the transverse electric field at a particular frequency

Ht is the transversemagnetic field

<I> is the field solution to the LaplaceequationV2<I> =0

e±ikoz represents propagation in the forwardand reversez directionrespectively

Zo is the characteristic impedance of the medium

Thus in terms of field theory the characteristic impedance represents the relationship

betweenamplitude (and phase)of the electricand magnetic field for waves traveling in the

37Collins, Foundatjons, p. 40
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same direction. Characteristic impedance is also related to the media components.P For a

TEM wave traveling in a semi..infinite medium the characteristic impedance is found from

(3)

In transmission line systems, we generally think in terms of voltage and current waves

where the voltage between two conductors is given by

(4)

and the voltage wave is the solution to (4) and is given by V =Vo e-jko Z. The limits of

integration, 51 and 52, are points on the surface of conductor 1 and 2 respectively.

The current through the conductor is given by

sf Jsdl = 10 (5)

and the corresponding current wave is given by 1=10 e-jlco z. The boundary condition for

integration, 52, is the surface of conductor 2.

Thus in terms of voltage and current in a transmission line system the characteristic

impedance may be given by

(6)

for waves travelling in the same direction.

38Edward Jordan and Keith Balmain, Elecanmagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems, Second Ed.
(Englewood Cliffs,NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988), p. 118.
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For a lossy medium, the characteristic impedancecan berelated to the mediumparameters

at a given radian frequency (0 and is given by39

where

Zo= j(O(Jl' + jJl")

(J + jco(e' + je")
(7)

Jl' + j Jl" represents the complex effective permeability of the media

E' + j E" represents the complex effectivepermittivity of the media

a represents the effectiveconductance of the conductor

2.2.2.1.2. Propagation Constant

While the characteristic impedancedescribes the relativeamplitude (and phase)of the

voltage and current waves, the propagationconstantdescribes the phase characteristics of

the TEM wave. For uniform plane waves in free space we illustrate the propagation factor

as the solution to the Helmholtzequatiorrf

where the solution is found to be

V2E +koE =0

E =EO e-jker

(8)

(9)

Thus k represents the propagation of the wave in the direction of r. For a lossless

transmission line system with TEM waves ~ = ±leo and is called the phase shift constant

39Heyward Riedell, "Dielecttic Characterization of PrintedCircuit Substrates," Proceedings - 1989
SQutheasteOD. (April 9-12, 1989), p. 102.

40Collins, Foundations, p. 26.
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(with units of radians/meter). The positive sign is used for forward travelling waves and

the minus sign is used for reverse travellingwaves.

For this research we will be concerned with lossy transmission line systems.Thus we

introduce the term a, referredto as the attenuation constant (with units of nepers/meter).

Therefore for lossy transmission line systemsthe propagation factor is defined as

Y= a + j~

and the voltage and currentwavesare defined as

v=Vo e-YZ

I =10 e-rz.

In terms of materialparameters y is definedby

'Y=~jro(~1 + j~")[a + jro(E' + jE")]

(10)

(lla)

(lIb)

(12)

We can relate the phaseshiftconstant to the wavelength, phase velocity, and electrical

length. These concepts are commonly used in simulation instead of propagation constant.f

phasevelocity:
(J)

(13a)up =p
wavelength: A, - 2x (13b)- P
electrical length: 2x physical length (13c)wavelength

In this research when we talk aboutelectrically shan transmission lines we are talking

about transmissionlines where the physical length is much less than the wavelength.

2.2.2.1.3. Reflection Coefficients

4110der Bahl and PrakashBhartia,Microwave Solid State Circuit PesiKn(John Wiley and Sons,
1988), pp. 10-13.
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When a transmission line system is terminated by a linear termination with impedance ZL

0000 impedance) the input impedance looking into the transmission line system, shown in

figure 3 and given by:

Z. - Zo ZL + Zo tanh(yL)
10 -

Zo + ZL tanh(yL)

Transmission Line

Physical length: L
Characteristic Impedance:~
Propacation factor: Y

(14)

Zin ~

Figure 3. Input impedance

Input impedance looking into a single conductor transmission line system terminated with a
linear termination. Termination is not necessaril resistive.

For the lossless transmission line, a =0 and Zio is found by rotating ZL through a

transmission line of electrical length ~L with characteristic impedance Zo. The situation of

interest is when ~L is an even or odd multiple of 90° (1tfl). When the electrical length is an

odd multiple of ~L (i.e. i wavelength) then Zin = (~22. When the electrical length is an

even multiple of ~L (i.e, twavelength) then Zin = ZL·

This bring us back to the concept of a shon transmission line when the electrical length is

small then Zin = ZL and the transmission line has negligible effect on the input impedance.

When the transmission line is excited by a sinusoidal source, E, and has a source

impedance Zs, as shown in figure 4, the reflection coefficient looking into the system is

givenby

18



Zin - Zs
rio Z Zin - S

(15)

Transmission line
Physical length: L
Characteristic Impedance: ~
Propacation factor: 'Y

Figure 4. Transmission line system with driving EMF source and linear termination.

The reflection coefficientis a function of the input impedance, Zin' and the source
im edance,

2.2.2.1.4. Lumped and Distributed Parameters

In addition to describing the characteristic impedanceand propagation constant in terms of

the material parameters fJ.,E, and 0, we can use distributed parameters L, C, R, and G.42 At

radian frequency ro the characteristic impedanceand propagationfactor are given by

equations 16a and 16b

(16b)

(16a)
R + jmL

G + jeoC
Zo=

"(= "" (R + jcoL)(G + jcoC)

where

L is the inductanceper unit length (Henries/meter)

C is the capacitanceper unit length (Farads/meter)

42Bell Laboratories,Transmission Systems,p. 18.
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R is the series resistance per unit length (Ohms/meter)

G is the shunt conductance per unit length (Semans/meter).

To aid in conceptualizing distributed parameters, consider that a transmission line system

acts as an energy storage device in which the energy is stored in electric and magnetic

fields. We equate energy stored in the electric field to the charge stored in a distributed

capacitance. We equate energy stored in the magnetic field to the flux stored in a distributed

inductance.

For all non-superconductive transmission lines with a dielectric media other than free

space, there will be some energy loss in the form of heat. We equate series energy loss

with a distributed resistance and parallel energy loss as a distributed conductance. We

illustrate this point by using the distributed lumped element model as shown in figure 5

where dl is the differential length and dR,eIL,dC, and dG are differential per unit length

resistances, inductances, capacitances and conductances respectively.

Figure5. Lumped element model of a single transmission line

Each section of lumped elements dR, dl., dC, and dG represents a section of a
transmission line of physical length dl. At the limit where the physical length tends to zero,

the lum eel element model describes the behavior of a distributed s stem.

20



Cheng43 has shown that such a network accurately describe an lossy 2-port transmission

line. However, this network does not describe frequency dependent effects found in a

physical transmission line system (e.g. skin effect44, dielectric losses45).

The concept of using distributedelements has its basis in the fact that the Land C

parameterscan beaccurately predictedby solving the electrostatic and magnostatic

equations given the boundaryconditions of an infmitely long transmission line geometry."

For transmission lines without discontinuities and with a non-magnetic substrate

(permeability of free space), we only need to sol~e the electrostatic equations.f? Finally,

for geometries that do not conveniently lend theniselves to analyticalevaluation, the

electrostaticdifferential equationscan be solved given the boundaryconditions using finite

element numerical methods.f

The resistancecan beestimatedfrom the conductivityof the conductor. More accurate

estimates can be made by includingthe skin effect to arrive at an effective per unit length

resistance. A series resistance implies we have a traveling wave with a longitudinal

component (E-field in the direction of propagation). Since the longitudinal E field

component is small, we will neglect this component when perfo~ing full wave analysis.

430avid K. Cheng, Fieldsand Wave Electromagnetics, (Reading, MA: Addision-Wesley,1983),p.
380.

44Collins, Foundations, p. 580.

45HeywardRiedell, et al., "Dielectric", pp. 102-106.

460 M· . 4upta,lcrostnp, p. .

47Chi HOD Chan and Raj Miura, "Quasi-staticAnalysis of a Via Connection of Two Microsmp
Lines Through a hole in a Ground Plane," Progress Report from the University of Illinois for the BNR UIP
program, 1989.

48TrilogyCAE Systems, AnalyzinK Capacitance. Distributed Resjstance. Zo and Thermal
Impedance with CAP2DPC (Trilogy CAE Systems, Oct 1985), pp. 1-6.
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However, we will use the term quasi-TEM propagation to describe the field configuration

in which the longitudinal E field is neglected.e?

At very low frequencies, the conductance is derived from the inverse of the substrate

material resistivity. As frequency increases some substrates exhibit higher conductivity.50

PCB substrate materials tend to have nearly constant loss .~gent characteristics.>! The

conductivity is found once the electric field equations are solved from52

G 0)£"

C =-;;- (17)

where e'' is the imaginary pan of the permittivity and is equivalent to the conductivity of the

substrate material.

The concept of lumped and distributed elements can beexpanded to the multiconductor

transmission line system. For lossless two conductor systems there exists mutual

capacitance and inductive elements as shown in the following diagram.

49Cheng,~,p.284.

SOBell System Technical Reference, Pigital Data System Channel Interface Specifications, .
Publication number62310(American Telephone andTelegraph Company, September 1983), Appendix I.

SlRiedell, Dielectric, p. 104.

S2collins, Foundations, p. 86.
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~
Conductor 1 ~

conducto~~

+
Figure 6. Lumped element model of a lossless coupled transmission line system

Lumped inductive and capacitive elements of a two conductor coupled transmission line
system. The inductive coupling between lines is shown as a transformer. The capacitive

coupling between conductors is shown as a lumped element Each section of lumped
ca acitors and inductors models a section of transmission line of differential len th.

For the distributed element model of an n-conductor transmission line system we replace

the single per unit length inductance of the single-transmission line with an inductive matrix

III 112 • • lIn

121 122 • • 120
L =

• •
(18)

lnl 102 • • Inn

where Iii is the self inductance per unit length of the ith conductor, and lij (where j~) is the

mutual inductance between conductor i and j. This matrix must be symmetrical for a linear

coupled transmission line system.

Likewise, the distributed element model of an n-conductor transmission line system we

replace the single per unit length capacitance of the single transmission line with a

capacitance matrix

CII -C12 • • -Cln

-C21 cn • • -e2n
C = (19)

• •

-Cnl -Co2 • • Con

where Cii is the capacitance to ground per unit length of the ith conductor when all other

conductors arealsoheldat ground potential. Theabsolute valueoff diagonal elements ICjjl
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(where j;t:i) is the capacitance betweenconductor i and j. This matrixmust besymmetrical

for a linear coupled transmission line system.

Some literature has shown the series resistancefor a coupled line systemas a full matrix.

The physical meaningof the off diagonalelementsof the resistive matrix (mutual

resistance) was described as resistance due to the ground ~~ane.53 For our research we will

assume the ground plane is a very good conductingplane and the mutualresistances tend to

be negligible and we will simplifythe resistancematrix such that it is a diagonal matrix.

R=

ril

o
•

o

o

o

• •

• •

• •

o
o

(20)

Finally, the shunt conductivematrix is a symmetric matrix shown as:

gIl gl2 • • gIn

g21 g22 • • g2n
G=

• •
(21)

where the elements on the main diagonal are the per unit lengthconductance to ground,

while all otherelements represent the per unit lengthconductance betweenconductors.

We can define a multiconductor characteristic impedance and propagation factor in termsof

the multiconductor lumped element matrices.v' Given a lumped element analysis of a

53AntonijeDordjevic, Tapan K Sarkar,and SadasivaRao, "Analysis of Finite Conductivity
Cylindrical Conductors Excited Byaxially-Independent TMElectromagnetic Field". IEEE Transa~tiQns Qn
MicrowaveTheory and Techniques, MIT-33 t No 10 (October 1985)t pp. 960-966.

S4Clayton R. Paul, Useful Matrix Chain parameter Identities for the Analysis of Multicondyctor
Transmission Lines, IEEE-MIT Sept 1975,pg 756
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multiconductor transmission line system represented by L, R, G, and C; we define the

following matrices:

Z = R + jooL

Y =G + jooC

We define the multiconductor propagation factor as

and define the multiconductor characteristicim~ce as:

Zo =y-l~yZ=Z(~YZrl

To determine the square root of the matrix product YZ we fmd the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of this matrix in order to linearize the matrix. That is, if

(22a)

(22b)

(23)

(24)

then

p-l A P = YZ

p-l -.fA P = ~YZ

(25a)

(25a)

where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of YZ. pel and P are the modal matrix

and its inverse found from the eigenvectors of YZ.S5 Since L,R,C, and G are

symmetric, p-l must exist.56

2.2.2.1.5. Network Parameters

At this point we have given the necessary background for a discussion of how one finds

the frequency-domain characteristics of a transmission line system with linear terminations.

55PeterV. O'Neal,Advanced Engineering Mathematics, SecondEd (BelmontCA: Wadsworth Inc.,
1987), p. 547.

560'Neal, Advanced, p. 567.
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In the literature we see two basic approaches to solving these systems: voltage/current

solutions and travelling wave solutions.57,58

In general the voltage/current solutions are considerably easier to conceptualize.

Funhermore, these solutions can bederived directly from equations using y (propagation

factor) and Zo (Characteristic Impedance). In addition, these solutions can be expanded to

multiconductor solutions using matrix analysis. The most straight forward voltage/current

solution for a two-pan transmission line system is the ABCD parameter approach.

However, equally valid solutions can be found using impedance (Z) or admittance (Y)

solutions by algebraic manipulation of the ABCD parameter approach.P?

The travelling wave solutions are more difficult to conceptualize since these solutions use

the concept of forward and backward travelling waves. As we shall discuss later, scanering

parameters, which describe the relative amplitude and phase of forward and backward

travelling waves, can bedirectly measured. This makes analysis of complex prototyped

systems easier and more accurate to simulate. However, S-parameters are not easily

derivable from theoretical analysis of a complex system. By using a linear microwave

simulation tool (e.g. TOUCHSTONE60) a multipon S-parameter system may be derived

numerically.

S7Pung-Yuel Chang, "Transient Analysis of Lossless CoupledTransmission Lines in a
Nonhomogeneous Dielectric Medium," IEEE transactions on Microwave Theory and Technigues, MIT-18,
No 9 (September 1970),p. 616.

S8Ashok K. Agrawalet al, tI Application o~Modal Analysi~ of the TransientRes~nse of ...
Multiconductor Transmission Lines with Branches, IEEETransactions on ElectrornagneYc Cornpaublhty,
EMC-21, No 3 (August 1979),p. 256.

59Guillermo Gonzalez, Microwave Transistor Amplifiers Analysis and Design (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1984),p. 23.

60EEsOF Inc, TOUcHSTONE GettioK Started,Version 1.5 (Westlake Village, CA: EESOFInc,
March 1987), p. 2.
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ABCD Parameters

Consider a single transmission line system with characteristic impedance Zo, propagation

factor 1, source impedance Zs and load impedance Zl and driving EMF sources Es and Elas

in figure 7.

~ Length ~

Figure 7. Single transmission line system with linear termination and driving EMF sources

Transmission line has a characteristic impedance of Zo and a propagation factor of 1.
Voltages V1 and V2 (and currents 11 and IV are the voltages at the pons of the transmission

line.

The transmission line equations may be solved by the Telegraphist equations as61

V2 = VI cosh(yL) + ZoIl sinh(yL)

12 =II cosh(yL) +~ sinh(yL)

(26a)

(26a)

For a single transmission line system the Telegraphists equations are equivalent to the

ABCD parameter approach. In matix form the ABCD parameter approach is

61Iraosmissjoo Systems for Communications, Bell, pg 229
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where A =cosh(yL)

B = Zosinh(yL)

C = iosinh(yL)

D = cosh(yL)

(27)

Finally, the termination equations are found from simple circuit theory

I VI - Es
1 = z,

12
V2: EI

ZL

(28a)

(28b)

From these equations we find four equations with four unknowns (V1, V2, 11, 12). Since

all terminations (Zs, ZL) are linear we can find the unknown variables exclusively in terms

of the sources Es, El and the network parameters. When a solution such as this is used, a

complete solutions involves solving these equation at all frequencies of interest.

We can expand the solution developed for the single conductor to multiple coupled

conductor systems which is then known as the chain matrix solunon.s-

[<1>1 tl-= y-I cosh(...}YZ L)Y

[<1>12] =-y-I ...}YZ sinh(...}YZ L)

[<1>2tl =-sinh(...}YZ L) ...}YZ-I Y

[<1>22] =cosh(...}YZ L)

(29a)

(29b)

(29c)

(29d)

Given a termination system represented by diagonal matrices [Zsl and [Z.l we have n

equations in n unknowns.

62Paul, Useful Matrix Chain, pg 757
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~ Length --. . . -

Figure 8. Multi-conductor transmission line system with linear termination and driving EMF
sources.

The multiconductor transmission line has characteristics described by the chain matrix parameters
[<Ill I], [<Il12], [~l], and [<ll22]. Each line, i, in the system has linear termination of Zsi and Zli.

The corresponding voltages and currents a~ each line are therefore Vlit I lit V2i, and 12i
res ectivel .

[ [V2]] _ [[<Il I I ] [<Il12] J. [[VI]]
[12] - [<Il21] [<Il221 [It]

[11] = ([V1] - [Es]) • [Zs]-1

[12] =([V2] - [EI]) • [ZL]-l

This gives us 4n equations in 4n unknowns (voltages and currents at each node). A

complete solution can be found by linear algebra techniques.

S parameters

(30a)

(30b)

(3Oc)

Given a two-port transmission line system, terminated in a known impedance (for most

measurements this impedance is 50Q;63 however, S parameters can be described with any

impedance) we can describe the electric and magnetic fields in terms of forward and

backward travelling waves. 'We describe the forward travelling wave (into the transmission

line system) as Vl+and V2+at nodes 1 and 2 respectively. We then describe the backward

63EESOFInc, TOUCHSTONE Reference Manual, Version 1.5 (Westlake Village,CA: EESOF
Inc, March 1987), p. 2-26
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travelling waves (out of the system) as VI-and Y2-at nodes 1 and 2 respectively. We define

a 2-pon S parameter system as:64

~ y+
1 = [ S11 S 12 ]. 1

Vi S21 S22 V;
(31)

When dealing with the scattering matrix description of a junction, it is convenient to choose

all equivalent voltages (and currents, which however, do not enter the picture explicitly) so

that the power transmitted is given by

(32)

for all values of n. This corresponds to choosing the equivalent characteristict impedance

equal to unity.tt The main reason for doing this is to obtain a symmetrical scattering matrix

for reciprocal structures. If this normalization is not used, then because of different

impedance levels in different lines, the scattering matrix cannot be symmetrical. Note that,

with the assumed normalization,

y= y++ Y- (33a)

and I = 1+ + 1- = V+ - Y- (33b)

thus v- =W +1) (33c)

and v- =W-I) (33d)

~ollins,FoundatiQDS,p. 172.

t When using the termcharacteristic impedance as it relates to S parameters we refer to the
tenninating impedanceused by the measurement system.

tt Any value different from unity wouldalso besuitable, the only requirement being that all lines
be terminatedin the samecharacteristic impedance, so thatpowerwill always be equal to someconstant

times IV:12. For most measurement systems the characteristic impedanceis chosen to be 50n.
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The new variable Y+ and Y- are linear combinations of the variables Y and I used in the

ABCD matrix parameter description. For this reason, the currents do not enter into the

scattering-matrix formulation.

One notices that the system is completely described in terms of voltages (an equivalent

system could bedescribed in terms of currents only howev.~r) since the termination is a

known quantity. Also for all passive systems 512 =S21.

The S parameters on the main diagonal (SII and S22 for a 2-port) are nothing more than

the reflection coefficients of the system.

To use S parameters in an analog circuit simulator we need to be concerned with the total

voltage and current. The total voltage V1 and V2at nodes 1 and 2 respectively are the sum

of the forward and backward traveling waves.

2.2.2.1.6. Terminations

(34a)

(34b)

A linear termination is one that obeys the law of superposition.f Given a voltage V across

the inputs of a linear device, there will be a current I into the device (we arbitrarily define

into the device as the positive direction of current).

65T.H. Glisson, Introduction to System Analysis (New York,NY: McGraw-Hill, 1985), p. 51.
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1--+
+
V linear

device

Figure 9. Linear Device

For all devices w~ describe the voltage as ~e potential across the input terminals, or from
the m ut termmal to ound. We descnbe the current as the current into the device.

The law of superposition states that if input V I acting alone produces current II and that if

input V2 acting alone produces current 12 then for input V = alV I + a2V2 produces

current I =alII + a2I2. This can be extended such that an input voltage

00 00

v = laiVi produces current 1= laiIi
i=O i=O

given each input Vi acting alone produces output Ii·

In the frequency-domain, a linear termination has the characteristics that the voltage at each

frequency, co, is proportional to the current such that

V(oo) = Z(co) • 1(00)

where Z(ro) is generally a complex function with units of ohms (0).

(35)

2.2.2.2. Measurement Techniques

2.2.2.2.1. Scattering Parameters

One technique for measuring the frequency-domain characteristics of a transmission line

systemis the useof an Automatic Vector Network Analyzer (AVNA) In thisresearch a

Hewlett-Packard model HP8753 and an HP8510 network analyzer were used. The

HP8753 is capable of measuring 2-port systems over the bandwidth of 300kHzto 3GHz
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(newer models will go to 60Hz). The HP8510 is capable of measuring 2-port systems

over the bandwidth of 45MHz to 200Hz.

The test equipment configuration required to measure a 2-port system in terms of

S-parameters requires measuring the reflection and transmission properties of the device

under test. The test equipment configuration required gene.~y consists of the following

four components: source, signal separator, receiver, and display.P" These components are

illustrated in figure 10.

Incident Reflected

~
Source

Signal Separation

Transmitted

RECEIVER

RF

IF

Figure 10. Components of an Automatic Vector Network Analyzer

This dia zer.

66Hewlett-Packard, Student Guide for Basic Network Measurements Usin~ the HP 85108 Network
Analyzer System, Edition 3.0 (Hewlett-Packard Company, 1986), pp 1.3-1 to 1.3-6.
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1) The signal source provides the energy to produce an incident signal. By sweeping the

source over the desired frequency range the frequencyresponse of the device can be can be

measured.

2) The signal separation network, or test set, is used to sample the incident, reflected and

transmitted signal. This is accomplished by directional co~:plers, bridgesand power

splitters.

3) The receiver is used to convert the microwavesignals to a lower intermediatefrequency

(IF) where the signal levels and phase differences can be measured directly.

4) The display is used to present the measured results in the desired format, or units of

measure.

From the measured incident, reflected and transmitted waves, we can develop the

S parameters for the device under test.

· · reflectedwave e
SII or S22 =reflection coefficients =, 'd t = pL pmCI en wave

S S ,. ffi · transmitted wave La
12 or 21 = transmission coe icients = , id = ~ rmer ent wave

(36a)

(36b)

2.2.2.2.2. Calibration

Measurement errors exist in any microwave measurement system. These errors can be

separated into two categories: random errors and systematic errors.67,68 Random errors are

non-repeatable measurement variations due to such things as noise, temperature, phase of

the moon and other physical changes to the test setup. Systematic errors are repeatable

67Hewlett-Packar<L Operatingand ServiceManual lIP 85052BIP 3,5 mm CalibrationKit
(Hewlett-Packard Company, 1988),p. 6.

68Hewleu-Packard, Product Note 8510-8Network AnalysisAgglying the HP 8510B TRL
calibrntion for non-coaxial measurements (Hewlett-Packard Company, 1987),pp. 5-6.
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measurement variations in the test setup and network analyzer that can be quantified.s? The

process of calibration involves quantifying and removing these systematic errors from a

device measurement. When taking a full two port measurement we need to be concerned

with the following systematic errors:70

Reflection Systematic Errors

Overall Directivity is the vector sum of all leakage signals appearing at the system

test input due to the inability of the signal separation device (directional coupler

and/or directional bridge) to absolutely separate the incident and reflected waves as

well as residual reflection effects of test cables and adapters between the signal

separation device and the test ports. It is independent of the characteristics of the

device to be measured.

Source match is defined as the vector sum of signals appearing at the system test

input due to the inability of the source to maintain constant power at the test device

input, as well as adapter and cable mismatches and losses encountered by the

reflected signal.

Reflection Trackin~ is the vector sum of all test reflection setup variations in

magnitude and phase with frequency. This includes accounting for signal separation

devices, test cables and adapters and variations in frequency response between

reference and reflection test channel.

Transmission Systematic Errors

69Jeffery Kasten and Michael Steer, "Through Symmetric Fixture: A two-port S parameter
Calibration Technique,"Proceedinis RF Expo East 1988,Philadelphia PAD October 25-27. 1988 (Cardiff
Publishing Company, 1988), p. 367.

70JIewlett-Packard, StudentGuide for Basic Network Measurements,pp. 2.3-1 to 2.3-10.
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Load Match is the systemic error due to imperfect terminations of the device output

port by the test system.

Transmission Trackin~ is the vector sum of all transmission test setup variations

and is similar to reflection tracking. This includes accounting for signal separation

devices, test cables, adapters, and variations in fr~~ency response between

reference and transmission test channel.

Isolation is the vector sum of all leakage energy between the source and the

transmission test channels. Although leakage levels are normally an RF

phenomena, coupling of energy in the IF can benon-negligible. Isolation errors are

usually most significant in devices with high insertion loss.

We use the flow chart techniques to illustrate the effect these systematic errors have on the

measurements of device under test. We illustrate for measurements of a device in one

direction, error coefficients also exist for measurements in the other direction.
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where

ED Directivity Error

ES Source Match Error

ER Reflection Tracking Error

Ex Isolation Error

EL Load Match Error

ET Transmission Tracking Error

vrrn Measurement incident wave

Vim Measurement reflected wave

Vim Measurement transmitted wave

V; Incident wave to DUT

Vi Reflected wave from DUT

Vi Transmitted wave from DUT

There are several methods of determining these systematic errors including the following

methods available on the HP8510B.

OSL: Open, Short, Load: Requires precision calibration standards for an open

circuit, short circuit, and matched load. Typically in a coaxial system this is the most

convenient and has the widest bandwidth method.

TRL: Thru, Reflect, Line: Requires only an arbitrary reflection (generally a

precision open or short is used), and a transmission line of know characteristic impedance

and electrical length. Typically in non-coaxial systems (microstrip, stripline) this is the

most convenient. However, this method has more stringent bandwidth limitations as

compared to OSL.

2.2.3. Time-Domain Analysis
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2.2.3.1. Basic Concepts

2.2.3.1.1. Bounce Diagrams

Given a lossless transmission line with characteristic impedance ZJ= -Jfand propagation

factor given by

~ =_1_"m

the time-domain solution to the transmission line is given by the following voltage and

current equations:71

dv(x,t) _ Ldi(x,t)
dx -- dt

di(x,t) _ Cdv(x,t)
dx -- dt

The solution is given in terms of forward and backward traveling waves:

V(X,t) =v+(X,t) + V-(X,t)

i(x,t) =i+(x,t) + i-(x,t) =t<v+(x,t) - v(x.tj)

(37a)

(37b)

(38a)

(38b)

For a two-port transmission line system, figure 12, terminated in a Thevenin equivalent

circuit (a Norton Equivalent circuit would also workl) we can show that the forward and

backward traveling waves at position x=O and x=l are given as a function of time, reflection

coefficients, and past events.

71C. Q. Lee, A Novel Awroach to Transients in Transmission Lines, IEEE Transactions on
Education Vol E-30, No 2. (May 1987), pp 71-76.

t If the termination is non-linear then the termination may be bound to either a Thevenin or a
Norton equivalent circuit Only circuits in which the termination is monotonic (either increasing or
decreasing) will have both a Thevenin and a Norton equivalent circuit
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~

x=O

~

x=J.

Figure 12 Single transmission line system with nonlinear termination and driving E:MF

source

Erv1F sources at each end of the transmission line, Vgs and Vgl, with nonlinear impedances,

R, and R}, drive the transmission line with characteristic impedance Zo and propagation

factory.

The forward and backward travelling waves are given at positions x=O and x=l as a

function of time by the following equations.

(39a)
00 ZJJ 00 ZJJ

V-(1,t) =I. (r. r s)n Zo + Rl Vgl(t - 2n't) + r.I. (r. r s)D Zo + Rs Vgs(t - (2n+1)'t)
n=O n=O

and Y-(O,t) =V+(l, t-t)

Y+(l,t) = Y-(O, t-t)

(39b)

(39c)

(39d)

What these equations represent is the transient response of a transmission line system. This

can be viewed in terms of a bounce diagram. In this diagram time is represented on the

vertical axis while energy propagation is viewed along the horizontal axis between the two

boundary conditions, figure 13.
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x=l

1

t=6t
x=o

t=O

t=4t

t=5t

t=3t

t=2t

t=t

Figure 13. Bounce diagram for a single conductor transmission line system.

This figure shows energy propagation as a function of time, vertical axis, and distance,

horizontal axis.

For example, at point 1, time t=O and distance x=O, the system is excited by source Vgs(t)

and Vgl(t) =0. The total voltage (assuming no energy on the system prior to time t=O) at

the ends of the transmission line are given by:

Zo
V(O,O) = Zo + Rs Vgs(O) (40a)

V(I,O) =0 (40b)

At point 2, time t=t and distance x=l, the forward travelling wave reaches the far end of the

transmission line. Some of the energy is reflected while some of the energy is absorbed by

the termination. The total voltage is now:

Zo
V(O,t) = Zo + Rs Vgs(t)

Z1l
V(l,t) =rl Zo + Rs Vgs(O)

(40c)

(40d)
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After an additional delay of t, the wave arrives back at x=Oand some of the energy is

reflected while the reset of the energy is absorbed. Thus the total voltages for point 3 is

now:

Z1J ZJJ
V(0,2t) = Zo + Rs Vgs(2t) + rsn Zo + Rs Vgs(O) (40e)

ZJJ
V{l,2t) = n Zo + Rs VgS~~) (40f)

2.2.3.1.2. Impulse Response

If the source of a lossless transmission line system was a perfect impulse function:

Vgs(t) = uO(t),72 the response we would see at x=O and x=l is illustrated in figure 14 and

15.

Zo
Zo + Rs 00

t=2t t=6t

t=O t=4t

Zo
(rsn) Zo + Rs 00

Figure 14. Impulse response, lossless transmission line, near end.

This figure illustrates the energy of a lossless transmission line at position x=O when

excited b a Dirac delta source at time t=O.

72Lindquist, Active Network,pg 20.
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Ii Zo 00
~+Rs

t=O t='t t=5t

t=7't

Figure 15. Impulse response, lossless transmission line, far end.

This figure illustrates the energy of a lossless transmission line at position x=l when excited

b a Dirac delta sourceat time t=O.

The impulse response of a lossy transmission line would be similar to the lossless

transmission line except that the response would exhibit spreading in time (dispersion) and

reduced amplitude of subsequent reflections (attenuation). Dispersion is due to the fact that

different wavelengths are propagated at differentvelocities in a lossy media. Attenuation is

due to ohmic or dielectric losses. These losses are manifested as energy being convened to

heat instead of being transmitted. Finally, for any open conductor system (twisted pair,

microstrip, slotline etc) there will be radiative losses.

When a transmission line system is measured using a network analyzer, losses related to

dispersion, attenuation and radiation are captured as part of the Sparameter measurements.

We will detail later the methods for finding the impulse response of a lossy, dispersive,

coupled transmission line system from S parameter measurements. However, in order to

complete an explanation of the impulse response of a coupled transmission line system we

reproduce the response of a coupled microstrip system. This system is a 3 em covered

microstrip transmission line system associated with a wafer scale integration prototype
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system.73 The S parameters were measured using an HP8510B and microprobe interface.

The lines are IS microns wide and 5 microns above a ground plane.

5E-10 1 E-09 2E-09 2E-09 3E-09
Time in ns

I,...--Near End Impulse Response

~ ~ End Impulse Res~.onse
\
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\
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Figure 16. Driver Line, Impulse Response
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As we notice, the impulse responseof the driver line exhibits dispersive characteristics

(wideningof the pulse) and attenuation (reducedsecondaryreflection amplitude). The

73Raychem test sample
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impulse response of the crosstalk lines exhibit dispersion, attenuation and AC coupling

characteristics.

We will refer to the impulse response of a transmission line system measured at the

boundaries of the transmission line system as a Green's function.

2.2.3.1.3. Terminations

In the time-domain, systems containing both linear and nonlinear devices can be simulated.

A device that is linear obeys the law of superposition whereas a nonlinear device does not.

A device that has linear characteristics has a transfer function described by a continuous,

differentiable, linear differential equation of finite order. 74 This means, that the output of

the device can be completely determined by a finite sum of products, delays, compressions,

integrations, and derivatives of the input. These characteristics of the transfer function in

themselves may be discrete components as shown in table 1.

74Glisson, Introduction to System Analysis, p. 53.
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Subsystem Example Time-Domain Freguency-Domain

Transfer Function Transfer Function

proportion v =ir; current h(t) = a x(t) H(f) =a X(f)

through a resister
..

delay lossless transmission h(t) =x(t-t) H(f) =X(f) e-jrot

line

compression not physically h(t) =x(t+t) H(f) =X(f) e+jrot

realizable

t t 1

integration i =t Jv(t)dt; h(t) = Jv(t)dt
H(f) =:- X(f)

Jco
-00 -00

current through a

linear inductor

· dv h(t) =dx(t)
differentiation l=C- H(t) = jeoX(f)cit d

current through a

linear capacitor

Table 1. Linear Subsystems

Any device made up of a finite number of linear subsystems in which the characteristics are

time invariant is a linear device. An interesting fact of linear devices is that the transfer

function will be monotonic (e.g. the first derivative of the transfer function will not change
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signs). This means a linear device will have both a Thevenin and a Norton equivalent

circuit75

A nonlinear device is any device that does not meet the definitionof a linear device. In

practice, all devices are nonlinear outside some input range (any device will melt if

sufficient current is suppliedj.I" However; when we talk: about nonlinear devices we are

referring to devices that exhibit nonlinearitiesover some normal operating range. For

example, a device that exhibits nonlinear characteristicsis an ideal diode. The transfer

function for the ideal diode is approximated'? by

i = Io(evN T - 1) (41)

In this example the transfer function output (current) is not a linear function of the input

(voltage). For time-domain simulation, an ideal diode can be treated as a nonlinear

conductance in which current is a continuous differentiablefunction of voltage78:

i =G(v)

Where GO is a nonlinear function of voltage

(42)

Nonlinear reactive devices such as nonlinear capacitors or inductors also exist. A physical

example of a nonlinear capacitor is an electrolyticcapacitor. An example of a nonlinear

inductor is a ferrite torroid. For a nonlinear capacitor the current equation is defined as

75Jiri Vlach and KishoreSinghal, Computer Methods for CircuitAnalysis and Design (New York:
Van NostrandReinholdCo, 1983),pg 17

76R.Trew, Notes from courseMicrowave CircuitDesign at NorthCarolinaStateUniversity,
ECE619, 1988

77Taub,DiKitallntegrated Electronics, p. 3.

78Vlach,Computer Methods,p. 344.
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· dQ(v)
1 =(it (43)

Where QO is the charge function across the capacitor as a function of voltage and time. For

a nonlinear inductor the voltage equation is defined as

dF(i)
v =(it (44)

Where F() is the flux function across the inductor as a function of current. We can solve for

nonlinear reactive devices by using linear reactive device, nonlinear resistance, gain devices

and feedback.

An additional generality to the definition of a nonlinear device is that the transfer function

need not exhibit monotonicity. This means there is not both a Thevenin and Norton

equivalent circuit An example of a device that is not monotonic is a Tunnel diode. This

device has a transfer function as shown in figure 18.79

v

Figure 18. Transfer function for a Tunnel diode

The voltage current characteristics of a tunnel diode is not monotonic. Any device that is

not monotonic does not have both a Thevenin and Nonon uivalent circuit.

79Martin HaslerandJacques Neirynck, Nonlinear Circuits, (Norwood, MA: ArtechHouse, 1986),
p.65.
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As we shall demonstrate later, devices in which the first derivative of the transfer function

passes through zero tend to present simulation problems.

For this research we will be using transistor level models of FAST and ALS inverter

models suppled by Signetics.s" We illustrate the FAST device in the figure 19. The ALS

device is of similar design, however, the transistor values ~e different.These devices

exhibit highly nonlinear characteristics. In general the device inputs are high impedance

except when the input voltage is very negative, in which case the device input is a very low

impedance. The device output of this device exhibits a moderate impedance and capacitance

in the high (logic 1) state, but a low impedance and moderate capacitance in the low (logic

0) state. 81 During switching, the device exhibits behavior that is difficult to quantify.82

80Signetics, FAST Users Guide, section 2.

8IR. Kenneth Keenan, DecouplinK and Layoutof DigitalPrintedCircuits, (Pinellas Park, FL: The
Keenan Corporation, 1985), p. 2.0-14.

82Daniel Winkelstein, "DigitalDeviceModelling, Approach and Problems," BNR Internal
Document, 1989.
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L3

etics 74F240 device model

2.2.3.2. Measurement Techniques

2.2.3.2.1. Time Domain Reflectrometry

The basic method to measure the characteristics of a transmission line system in the time-

domain is the use of a Time DomainReflectrometer (TOR). A TOR consists of a high

speed oscilloscope, a step generatorand a cable with a known reference impedance

(generally 500).83

83IDR Fundamentals for Use with HP 5412(l[ di&itizingOscilloscope and TOR, Hewlett
Packard. Application Note 62 (palo Alto, CA: Hewlett-Packard, April 1988), pp. 14-20.
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Oscilloscope

®
Step Generator

son test
cable

Device
Under
Test

Fi

The step generator produces a positive-going incident wave that is applied to the device

under test The step travels down the test cable at the velocity of propagation of that cable.

If the input impedance of the DUT is equal to the characteristic impedance of the test cable

then no wave is reflected and all that will be seen on the oscilloscope is the incident voltage

step produced as the wave passes the point on the line monitored by the oscilloscope.

If a mismatch exists at the OUT, part of the incident wave is reflected. The reflected voltage

wave will appear on the oscilloscope display algebraically added to the incident wave. If the

DUT is a transmission line system. We can use the TOR to determine the characteristic

impedance of the DUT. The oscilloscope will display the reflection between the

characteristic impedance of the test cable and the characteristic impedance of the DUT.

Finally, we can use the TOR to determine the propagation constant of the OUT by

measuring the amount of time it takes for the wave to propagate from the test cableIDUT

interface to the far end of the DUT.

Most TORs are calibrated in both volts and reflection coefficients, p. If the device under

test is a single transmission line system with characteristic impedance of Zc and velocity of

propagation,'Up, we can determine these two quantities directly from the TOR display. To
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determine the characteristic impedance of the line, Zc, measure the reflection coefficients

and apply the following formula in which Zo is the characteristic impedance of the test

cable.

l+pz, =ZO
1 - P

To determine the velocity of propagation

1) Measure the physical length of the DUT.

(45)

2) Provide a reflective termination at the far end (open circuit or short circuit)

3) Measure the time between when the wave is incident on the DUT and when

the wave is incident on the far-end termination.

4) The velocity of propagation is then found from:

_ physical length of DUT

'Up - ttime between wave incident on bounderies of DUT
(46)

1
The factor of2"is to account for the fact that the time measured on the oscilloscope is the

round trip time (i.e. time for the wave to be transmitted out and be reflected back). By

multiplying by twe get the one way propagation delay.

The TOR can also be used to evaluate discontinuities in a transmission line system'. Figure

21 illustrates the response that would be observed for various discontinuities:
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Discontinuity; Discontinuity;
Reduction in characterisitic Impedance Shunt Capacitor

1:.;·:·:·:·:.;·:-:-:.:·:-:·:-:.:.:.:.:-:.;.,..:.' " I '.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.j ± ,
500 7S0 line SOO 750 line son 7S0 line 7SQ line

test cable discontinueity test cable :rTDR response TOR remonse

I
~ I ,

V-P =0 p= 0.2 p=O P = 0.2 J p =0 p= 0.2 P = 0.2

Discontinuity: Discontinuity:
In~~~. in characterisitic Impedance Series Inductor

1·:·:·:·:....:-:·:.......:.:.:-:««-:.:.:.:.1 " I ':::::-:::.:.:.:.:::.:.:::.:.:.:::::::::.x§l tJO"L' ,
son 7S0 line 1000 750 line 500 750 line 750 line

test cable discontinueity test cable
TOR response ros response

~ II 1
I ,

P =0 P= 0.2 p= 0.33 P = 0.2 J p =0 p= 0.2 P = 0.2

Discontinuity: Discontinuity:om; circuit
I S~=~:.:.;.:'K~~.~:rrI I ~J-f

,@:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.j

500 7S0 line open 7S0 line son 750 line 7S0 line
test cable circuit test cable

TOR response

I
TOR res.ponse -

p =0 p= 0.2 p=l P =0 p= 0.2

Discontinuity: Discontinuity:
Short circuit Shunt Inductor

I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' I I I I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,

~
I

500 7Sn line short 75n line 500 750 line 750 line
test cable circuit test cable

TOR res.ponse TOR response

I

Ip =-1J J
,

"---p =0 p= 0.2 P =0 p= 0.2 -

Figure 21. Impedance discontinuities measured with a TOR.

This figure illustrates ideal discontinuities in a single conductor transmission line and the

response that would be observedon a properly calibrated TOR with a50n reference.
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The capacitor and inductor discontinuities exhibit exponential decay based on the value of

the capacitance and the characteristic impedance of the test cable and DUT. The formulas

for this decay can be found in the references.84

In addition to determining the characteristic impedance, velocity of propagation and

characteristic of various discontinuities, we can use TORs to estimate cable loss. We do

this by comparing the response of a cable terminated in a series RC or a parallel RL circuit

against the response without the cable. The lumped element loss components (R and G) can

be found by comparing the decay rate of the reactive termination.

We can also estimate cable loss, by looking at the distortion of the edges of the step

response. Since cable loss is frequency dependent, higher frequencies will be attenuated

more than lower frequencies. This means the edges of the step response will be rounded.

Rounding of the edges also dictates the maximum length to which a TOR can be used to

measure the characteristic of a cable.

The HP54120T Digitizing Oscilloscope used with a HP54121A Four Channel Test Set

provides a method to remove certain systematic errors associated with a TOR measurement.

The calibration technique employed involves using a short and a 50n matched load. The

short circuit is used to find a p=-I.O reference and to determine the reference plane for

which to connect the DUT. The matched load provides a p=O.O reference.

2.3. TIME-DOMAIN AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MATHEMATICS

2.3.1. Fourier Transforms85

84mR Fundamental, Hewlett-Packard, pp. 14-20.

85Press, Numerical Recipes in C, pp 389-414.
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A physical process can be described either in the time-domain, by the values of some

quantity h as a function of time, e.g. h(t), or else in the frequency-domain, where the

process is specified by giving its amplitude H (generally a complex number indicating

phase also) as a function of frequency f, that is H(f), with -00 < f < +00. For many

purposes it is useful to think of h(t) and H(t) as being two different representations of the

same function. One goes back and forth between these tworepresentations by means of the

Fourier transform equations:

+00

H(f) = Jhit) e-21tjft dt
-00
+00

htt) = JH(f) e21tjft df
-00

(47a)§

(47b)

If t is measured in seconds, then f in the equation is in Hertz. However, the equations work

with other units also. Much literature uses ro (radian frequency) instead of'j in the Fourier

transform. We will avoid using co since it complicates the mathematics with extra factors of

21t.

From these equations it is evident that the Fourier transform is a linear operation. The

transform of the sum of two function is equal to the sum of the transforms. The transform

of a constant times a function is that same constant times the transform of the function.

The time-domain, function h(t) may have one or more special symmetric properties. The

following table gives the correspondence between symmetries in the two domains:

§ In all the equationsinvolving complex quantities. we use j = -~. In mathematical textbooks

i =~ is used.Thus, for thisresearch i=-j.
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h(t) is real

h(t) is imaginary

h(t) is even

h(t) is odd

h(t) is real and even

h(t) is real and odd

h(t) is imaginary and even

htt) is imaginary and odd

H(-t) = [H(t)]*

H(-t) = -[H(f)]*

H(-f) =H(t) i.e. H(t) is even

H(-f) =-H(t)" i.e. H(f) is odd

H(f) is real and even

H(f) is real and odd

H(f) is imaginary and even

H(t) is imaginary and odd

Table 2. Symmetric properties of the Fourier Transform

We can use these symmetries to increase computational efficiency, in this research h(t)

must be real.

Some of the other elementary properties of the Fourier transform are (we use the symbol

¢:) to indicate transform pairs).

If h(t) <=> H(f) then

h(at) ¢::> ~ H(~)

~I h(~) ¢::> H(bt)
h(t - to) <=> H(f) e-2xjfto

h(t) e2xjfot <=> H(f - fO)

(48a)

(48b)

(48c)

(48d)

With two function h(t) and g(t), and their corresponding Fourier transforms H(F) and G(t),

two combinations of special interest can be formed. The convolution of the two functions,
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denoted g * h, is defmed by
+00

g * h == Jg(t)h(t-t)dt
-00

(49)

Note that g * h is a function in the time-domain and that g * h = h * g. It turns out that the

function g * h is one member of a simple transform pair.

g * h ¢::) G(f)H(f) (50)

This property is referred to as the convolution theorem. In other words, the Fourier

transform of the convolution is just the product of the individual Fourier transforms.

The correlation of two function denoted by Corr(g,h) is defined by:
+00

Corr(g,h) == Jg(t + t)h(t)dt
-00

(51)

The correlation is a function of 1, which is called the lag. It therefore lines in the time-

domain, and it turns out to be one member of the transform pair:

Corr(g,h) ¢::) G(f)H(-f) (52)

(53)

This property is referred to as the correlation theorem. If g and h are real functions then

Corr(g,h) <=> G(f)H(f)*

The total power in a signal is the same whether we compute it in the time-domain or in the

frequency-domain. This result is known as Parseval's theorem:
+00 +00

Total Power == Jlh(t)J2 dt = JIH(f)12 df
-00 -00

This is referred to as the two-sided power spectral density.

2.3.2 Discretely Sampled Fourier Transform
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In the most common situations, function h(t) is sampled (i.e. its value is recorded) at

evenly spaced intervals in time. Let ~ denote the time interval between consecutive

samples, so that the sequence of sampled values is

where

hn = h(na)

n= ... ,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,...

(54)

The reciprocal of the time interval is called the sampling rate; if~ is measured in seconds,

for example, then the sampling rate is the number of samples recorded per second.

2.3.2.1 Sampling Theorem and Aliasin2

For any sampling interval 6, there is also a special frequency fe, called he Nyquist critical

frequency, given by 86

_ 1
fe=u (55)

If a sine wave of the Nyquist critical frequency is sampled at its positive peak value, then

the next sample will be at its negative trough value, the sample after that at the positive peak

again, and so on. Expressed otherwise: Critical sampling of a sine wave is two sample

points per cycle.

The Nyquist critical frequency is important for two related, but distinct, reasons. One is

good news, and the other bad news. First the good news. It is the remarkable fact known

as the sampling theorem: if a continuous function h(t) is sampled with interval ~,then the

sampled function is bandwidth limited to frequencies smaller in magnitude than fe, i.e., if

H(f) =°for Ifl<fe, then the function h(t) is completely determined by its samples hn• In

fact, h(t) is given explicitly by the formula

86PresS, Numerical Recipes in C, pp 389-414.
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+00

h(t) =!l.~ h sin[2n:fc(t - n!l.)]
L.J n 1t(t - nLl)
n=-oo

(56)

This is a remarkable theorem for many reasons,among them that it shows that the

"informationcontent" of a bandwidth limitedfunction is, in some sense, infinitely smaller

than that of a general continuousfunction. Fairly often, on~ is dealingwith a signalwhich

is known on physical grounds to be bandwidth limited (or at least approximately bandwidth

limited). For example, the signal may have passed through an amplifierwith a known,

finite frequency response. In this case, the samplingtheoremtells us that the signalcan be

recovered by samplingit at a rate±equal to twice the maximum frequency passed by

the amplifier.

Now the bad news. The bad news concerns the effect of samplinga continuousfunction

that is not bandwidth limited to less than the Nyquistcriticalfrequency. In that case, it turns

out that all of the power spectraldensitywhich lies outsideof the frequency range

-fc < f < fc is spuriously moved inside that range. This phenomenon is called aliasing.

Any frequency component outsideof the frequency range (-fc,fc) is aliased (falsely

translated) into that range by the very act of discretesampling. One can readily be

convinced that both waves e-21tj fl t and e-21tj f2 t give the same value at a given Ll if and

only if fl and f2 differ by a multipleof ±. Ifa signal's bandwidth is outside the frequency

range of (-fctc) there is nothing that one can do to remove aliasedpower once the signal

has been discretely sample. The way to overcomealiasingis to

1) know the natural bandwidth limit of the signal,or else enforce a known

limit by analog filteringof the continuoussignals

2) sample at a rate sufficiently rapid to give two points per cycle of the highest

frequency components present

Figure 22a, 22b, and 22c illustrates the the concept of aliasing:
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h(t)14------~----------1~

~~~

A continuous function that is nonzero only for a fmite time interval of T.
Function is sampledat at rate of ~

Fi e 22a. A continuous function.

IH(f)1

Fourier transform of h(t). Note this signal is not band-width limited since it
has a non-zero amplitude at all freuquencies.

Fi ure 22b.Fourier transform of a continuous function.

~ Aliased. Fourier Transform

~ True Fourier Transform

-fc

o f

The discrete fourier transform is defined between the Nyquist critcal frequencies.
Power outside that range is folded over or "aliased" into the range. The effect

can be elimiated only by low-pass filtering the original function before sampling.

Fi
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2.3.2.2 Discrete Fourier Transform

We now estimate the Fourier transform of a function defined by a fmite number of sampled

points. Suppose that we have N consecutive sampled values

and

where k = 0,1,2,3,,,. N-l (57)

so that the sampling interval is ~. To make things simpler, let us also suppose that N is

even. If the function h(t) is nonzero only in a fmite interval of time, then that whole interval

of time is supposed to be contained in the range of the N points given. Alternatively, if the

function h(t) goes on forever, then the sampled points should at least be "typical" of what

h(t) looks like at all other time. For this research we will assume that h(t) repeats every N

samples. This produces a time-unlimited signal and thus the bandwidth is fmite.

For a discretely sampled function of N inputs, we there will be no more than N

independent of outputs of a discrete Fourier transform. So, instead of trying to estimate the

Fourier transform of H(f) at all values of f in the range of -fe to fe, let us seek estimates

only at the discrete values of

where

n
fn=N&
N N

n =2,···,0,...2 (58)

The extreme values of n correspond exactly to the lower and upper limits of the Nyquist

critical frequency range. One will notice that there are N+ 1 not N values of n in the above

formula. It turns out that the two extreme values of n are not independent (in fact they are

equal), but all other values are independent. This reduces the number of values to n.

The final step is to approximate the Fourier integral by a discrete sum:
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+00 N-l N-l

H(fo) = Ih(t)e-2Xj fnt dt = L,hk e-2xj fn tk A =A L,hk e-2xjkn!N (59)
-00 k=O k=O

We define:

N-l
Ho == L,hk e-2xjkn!N

k=O
(60)

The last equation is called the discrete Fourier transform of N points. This transform maps

N complex numbers (the hk'S) onto N complex numbers (the Hn's). It does not depend on

any dimensional parameter such as the time scale of 6.

Up to now we have taken the view that the index n in the discrete Fourier transform varies

from -~ to +~. We can easily see; however, that this transform is periodic in n with period

N. Therefore H_n = HN-n for n=1,2,...

With this conversion in mind, one generally lets n in Hn very from 0 to N-1. The formula

for the discrete inverse Fourier transform, which recovers the set of hk'S exactly from the

Hn's is

(61)

2.4. SIMULATION

2.4.1. Frequency-Domain Transmission Line Simulation

2.4.1.1. Linear Termination

Given a transmission line system, terminated with linear devices and driven by time

periodic voltage or current sources, a complete solution to the system can be found in the
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frequency-domain. Once a complete frequency-domain solution is found, a time-domain

solution is simply the inverse Fourier transformof the frequency-domain solution.F

N-pon
Transmission
line System

Figure 23. N-pon transmission line system with linear termination.

Each port of the N-pon systemis terminated in a linear termination, Zi, and a time
dependent driving EMF source,ei(t). The voltages at each port of the transmission line

s stem is denoted b Vi.

A transmission line system can be described by anyone of the networkparameters.

Impedance (or admittance) parameters are generally most convenientfor general n-port

systems so that the system is completely described by:

VI ZII ZI2 · · · Zln I}
V2 Z21 Z22 · · · Z2n 12

= (62)

Vn Zol Zn2 · · · Zon In

Given that the sources are time periodic, we can use the Fourier transform to evaluate these

sources in the frequency-domain, i.e.

(63)

where FD is a Fourier Transform.

87JOseph Hall et al, "High-SpeedPrinted ~ircuit ~oard Analysisand Simulation in ~ Works~~on

Environment," PmceedinKs RF Expo East 1988,Phtladelphla PA, October25-27. 1988(CardiffPubhshlng
Company, 1988), p. 263.
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If the termination impedancesare linear, then the current into each port of the transmission

line system in the frequency-domain is

(64)

A complete solution to the system is found by solving (62) and (64) for the voltage at all

pons of interest so

=

Zll Z12 · · · Zln
Z21 Z22 · · · Z2n

Znl Zn2 · · · Znn

(65)

We then solve for the Vi'S at each frequency. The time-domain periodic solution is then

found by taking the inverse Fourier transformof each Vj(f), i.e.

(66)

where F-10 is the inverse Fourier transform.

This method is cumbersomeif there is only a small number of driving sources and one port

of interest of an n-port network. H this is the case, the impulse response can be found at the

port of interest by settingone and only one driving source to be a delta source (l+jO at all

frequencies).88 We then multiply the Fourier transformof the time periodic driving source

by the impulse response at that port of interest For multiple driving sources, this procedure

can be repeated. A total solutionis found by linear combination of the individual solutions.

88Bell-Northern Research, SCAMPER Users Guide, Release 5.01.00, (Canada: Bell-Nonhem
Research, 1990), p. 40.
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This method produces nearly exact results for driving sources that are periodic in time and

are bandlimited to frequencies less than the Nyquist critical frequency used for the Fourier

and inverse Fourier transforms. This method requires linear terminations and will act as a

benchmark test case for the Transient Nonlinear Simulation of Transmission Line Systems

approach.

2.4.1.2. Nonlinear Termination

Frequency-domain analysis of systems with nonlinear devices can be solved in may ways.

Essentially, all methods rely on analysis of nonlinear nonhomogeneous differential

equations. Two methods we will outline are harmonic balance and generalized power series

approaches.89,90

2.4.1.2.1. Harmonic Balance

Harmonic balance can be seen as phasor analysis with nonlinear differential equations." In

phasor analysis, the steady-state solution to an ordinary linear differential equations whose

stimulus is sinusoidal is found by assuming that the solution has the form

x(t) = Re[X e-jroo t] (67)

We substituting this solution into the differential equation, evaluate the derivatives, and

solve for the resulting algebraic equation for X. When the differential equation is nonlinear,

the solution is rarely a simple harmonic function of time; instead the solution usually

includes both a DC offset as well as higher order harmonics. With harmonic balance, an

89Inder Bahl, Microwave Solid State Circuitl)esiW, p. 773.

90Chao-Ren Changet al, "Simulation of Nonlinear RF and Microwave Circuits," Proceedings RF
Expo East 1988J>hiladelphia PA, October 25-27,1988 (CardiffPublishing Company, 1988), p. 333.

91Kundert, Simulation of Nonlinear Circuits in the freQuency Domain, p. 523.
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approximate solution is found by assuming the solution to be purely sinusoidal and

choosing its magnitude and phase to satisfy the differential equation at DC, the

fundamental (roo) and a finite number of higher order harmonics (kroo, where k=2,3,...).

Since sinusoids at different harmonics are orthogonal, the resulting algebraic equations can

bebroken into a collection of simpler equations; one for each harmonic. These equations

are solved by finding the coefficients of the sinusoids in die assumed solutions that result in

the balancing of the algebraic equations at each harmonic. The procedure indicated by the

steps in table 3 is referred to as the method of harmonic balance.
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Given:

Step 0:

Method of Harmonic Balance:

A differential equation of the form f(x,~,u) = 0

where u is periodic with period TO and is the stimulus waveform, x is the

unknown waveform to be found and f is continuous and real

Assume that the solution x exists, is real, arid is periodic in TO. Then
00

x(t) = L X(k)eikroo t

k=-oo

h 2xwere roo =
To

(68a)

Step 1: Substitute the assumed solution and its derivative into f. Note that x, :' and

f(x,:-,u) are periodic in To. Write the resulting equation as a Fourier

series:

f(x,:-,u) = LF(X,U,k)eikrool

k=-oo

where X and U are the Fourier transform of x, and u.

(68b)

Step 2: Solve the system of nonlinear algebraic equations F(X,U,k) = 0 (68c)

for ke complex numbers, for all X

Table 3. Method of Harmonic Balance

As an example of how harmonic balance can be used to find the solution to a nonlinear

differential equation, consider the current through the nonlinear LC circuit shown in figure

24.:
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x = let)

Figure 24. Nonlinear system to be solved by the method of harmonic balance

The circuit consists of a time invariant sinusoidalEMF source, a linear inductive element
and a nonlinearcapacitive element The voltage across the capacitive element is described

by an integral equation involving the first and third power of the current. The equations for
A,2, Jl,A i- and x are used to solve this circuit using the method of harmonic balance.

The solution is found by solving the following nonlinear nonhomogeneous differential

equation:

(69)

We assume a steady-state solution of the form:

00

x = L,akCos(kroot)
k=O

(70)

where ak = 0 for k=O,2,4,6... and limiting the number of harmonics to the 3rd harmonic.

Thus only at and a3 are non-zero and the assumed solution to the equation is

~(t) = alcos(COot) + a3cos(30)0t).

Substituting the proposed solution into the differential equation, five equations (one for

each harmonic generated) are obtained as shown in equations 71.

cos(root):

cos(3root):

cos(5root):

1 2 2 3 2 241L(3ala3+ 6al~ + 3al) + (A. - mOlal =Al

1 3 2 3 2 2
41L(3~ + 6ata3 + a l ) + (A. - 9roo)a3 = 0

322
4Jl(a1a3 + al83) = 0

(71a)

(7tb)

(71c)
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cos(7COOt):

cos(9coot):

3 2
4fl'l1~ = 0

~-O
4r-~j -

(71d)

(71e)

Since there are only two unknowns, it is not possible to exactly satisfy all five equations.

This problem results from including only a finite number of harmonics in the assumed

solution when really an infinite number exist. Traditionally; the coefficients of the

sinusoids in the solution are computed by solving the equations at the harmonics present in

the solution thus at and a3 are found by simultaneously solving the first two equations

above, In general the solution to these equationsis iterative. There are several different

approaches, the most notably are:

• optimization

• nonlinearrelaxation

• Newton's method

2.4.1.2.2. Generalized Power Series

The generalized power series is a time-domain powerseries with the addition of order

dependent timedelaysandfrequency-domain complex coefficients so that the frequency

domain outputof the system is represented by:92

(72)

where Yroq is the outputcomponent of the system at frequency COq, I is the orderof the

power series terms, al is a complex coefficient in the frequency-domain, 'tk,1 is the time

92chao-Ren Chang, Simulation of Nonlinear RF and Microwave Circuits, , p. 336.
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delay that depends on both power series order and the index of the input frequency

component, and b}c is a real coefficient in the time-domain. The power series representation

of nonlinearities allows efficient calculation of the frequency-domain output signal at

frequencies of interest.

2.4.2. Time-Domain Transmission Line Simulation

2,4.2.1. Lumped Parameter Agproximarions

The lumped parameter approximation of a transmission line system involves approximating

distributed capacitances, inductances, resistances, and conductances using lumped

elements.P It is a then a simple matter to use a circuit simulation tool such as SCAMPER

or SPICE to actually implement lumped elements.

Given a transmission line of length, I, and distributed parameters G, R, L, and C we

divide the transmission line into n discrete segments. Each segment will be comprised of a

lumped element as shown in figure 25.

o

L=.L. R=.B.
nl nl

segment 1 segment 2 segment n

Fi 25. Lurn eel element model of a transmission line

At low frequencies, this approximation can accurately model the frequency-domain

behavior of a lossy transmission line in the time-domain. As frequencies increase, this

93Jeff West, FAST Users Guide: UsinK FAST devices in SPICE Simulations, Example E.Making
a Discrete Transmission LineExample.
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model takes on the characteristics of a lossy low pass filter. 94 One can extend the frequency

range of this model by increasing the number of segments. This reduces the value of the

lumped elements thus increasing the frequency in which the model is valid.

The problem with a large number of segments is that a circuit simulator must then solve for

a much larger circuit. Furthermore, the voltage across (or current through) each element

becomes very small. As we shall see a large number of segments may lead to problems in

simulating this circuit. As we shall also see very small voltages and currents can lead to

numerical (roundoff/precision) errors in the fmal results. Thus this approximation of a

transmission line requires a balancing between accuracy of the behavior of the transmission

line system and the accuracy and stability of the circuit simulator. An additional problem

involves the fact that one cannot determine unique R and G parameters from measured S

parameter or measure Zo and y.95 We can estimate L and C parameters from measured

data. Finally, the lumped element approximation does not allow one to account for

frequency dependent characteristics (skin effect, radiation loss, etc).

2.4.2.2. Lossless Delay Line Approximations

The lossless delay line approach to time-domain simulation is an extremely efficient method

to find the response of a single or coupled transmission line system when we neglect loss,

dispersion and frequency dependent effects. The lossless delay line is assumed to be a

transmission line of characteristic impedance Zo and velocity of propagation Up. The

characteristic impedance and velocity of propagation are both constant with frequency and

time.96

94Bahl, Microwave Solid State Circuit DesiiJ1, p. 257.

9SRiedell, Djelecqjc Characterization of PrintedCircuit Board Substrates,p. 104.

96Yeung, Time Domain TransmissionLine Model, p, 21.
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Therefore, given a system with terminations ofZt(t,i) and Z2(t,i) where Zl and Z2 maybe

nonlinear functions of time and/or current, and given a driving EMF sources gl (t) and g2(t)

the responses at the ends of the transmission line system, V1and V2, are given by:97

Zo Zt{t,i) - Zo ~
at =Zt (t,i) + Zo gt(t) + Zt(t,i) + Zo a2(t - up )

Zo ( ) Z2{t,i) - Zo (t~)
a2 =Z2(t,i) + Zo g2 t + Z2(t,i) + Zo at - up

b (t leng~)
1 = a2 -

up

1>2 = at(t - length)
_up

V t(t) =a1(t) -+bt (t)

V2{t) =a2{t) + l>2{t)

(73a)

(73b)

(73c)

(73d)

(73e)

(730

This solution to the transmission line system is found by summing the convolution of the

impulse response of the transmission line with the driving EMF source and accounting for

the difference in impedance between the nonlinear termination and the terminations used to

find the impulse response.

To find the impulse response of a lossless delay line, we can arbitrarily choose a

termination impedance. If we choose the termination impedance such that it is equal to the

characteristic impedance of the transmission line system, the impulse response is as shown

in figure 26.

97Schutte-Aine, ScatteringParameterTransient Analysis,p. 532.
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1
2

t=O

1
'2

t = length
'Up

The impulse response is thus the forward traveling wavedelayed by one transit time. The

difference between the impedanceused to fmd tlie impulse response and that of the system

to be simulated is included in the final solution by the factors

and

Zt(t,I) + Zo

Zt (t,l) - Zo
z,(t,l) + Zo

This means a simulation tool need only rememberthe far end voltagefor one transit timein

order to solve for the system.

This approach to time-domain simulation of transmission line systemsis used in

SCAMPER and SPICE and is extremely powerful. In SCAMPERit has beenexpanded to

include two couple lines. The only problems with this approach is that losses and

dispersion cannot be included in the model. We can neglect loss in a simulation of a system

such as a PCB where the switching speed is only a few Megahenz. However, losses

become a major factor wafer scale integration and in systems with a much higher switching

speeds. Another problem with this approach is that transmission lines measured in the

frequency-domain using Sparameters,cannot be simulateddirectly
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Depending on the implementation, there can be problems with DC steady-state analysis as

well as numerical convergences. These problems were encountered when the lossless delay

line was compared against the transient nonlinear simulation approach. Regardless, the

lossless delay line will be used in this research as a benchmark for comparing simulation

techniques.

2.4.2.3. Green's Function Solution

2.4.2.3.1 Approach used by Djordjevic et al

"Analysis of Lossy Transmission Lines with Arbitrary Nonlinear Terminal Networks"

published in 1986 by Djordjevic, Sarkar, and Harrington provided much of the

background for this research.f" In this paper, a Green's function is developed by noting

that for an n-pon network terminated in a shon circuit at all pons except for one pon which

contains an ideal EMF source, the frequency-domain currents can be found from the

admittanceparameters:

Ik(OO) =Ykj(OO) Vjo(oo)

k = 1,....n (75)

Where Ykj(OO) is a frequency-domain admittance parameters, Ik(OO) is the current at pon k

and frequency 00, and VjO(co) is the ideal emf source at pan j. The frequency-domain

Green's function is found by choosing VjO(m) to be a unit delta input at port j and time O.

Using an inverse Fourier transform, the time-domain Greens function could be found as

(76)

98Djordjevic, Analysjs of Lossy Transmissjon Lines, pp. 660-665.
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Now given n arbitrary sources, the total current is given by

t

Jigkj(t - r) vjO(t)dt
o

(77)

This paper then recognized the problems with this approach in that an n-port system where

all pons are terminated in a short circuit would have a Green's function with a long time

span. For a lossless transmission line system the Green's function would be infinitely

long.

-
In order to reduce the length of the Green's function, this paper added two sets of

termination networks [Zml and [-Zm] to each end of the system as shown in figure 27. The

networks [ZmJ and [-ZmJ in tandem act as a virtual short circuit. The transmission line with

a termination network [ZmJ on either end is referred to as the augmented transmission line.

The termination network is chosen such that the Green's function of the augmented

transmission line has a minimum length.
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[Zm]

Arbitrary
Lossy n-port
Transmission
Line Network

[Zml [-ZnJ

Augmented
~ Generator ~ 4

Network

AugmentedTransmissionLine--...~....... Augmented •
Load Network

~ Equivalentto Transmission Line Network ~

Figure 27. Equivalenttransmission line networkexplicitly showing the augmented
transmission line network.

The augmentedtransmission line networkconsists of the lossy n-pon network with a
termination network, [ZmJ at both ends. The termination network is defined such that the

Green's function for the augmentedtransmission line has a minimum time span. The series
juxtaposition of the [Zm] and [-Zm] matrixproducea vinual short circuit between the

enerator (or load) networkand the transmission line network.

This paper then attemptedto find [Zml such that the Green's function is of minimal

duration by assuming

(78)

whereA and B correspondto the generatorand load end of the transmission line system

respectively. Djordjevic providedvery little informationas to how to find ZA, ZM, and ZB,

in the generalcase. For a weaklycoupled two line systemsZA and ZB tend to approximate

the characteristic impedance of the individual lines, whileZM, tends to account for the

coupling.

Then solving for ZA, ZM, and ZB according to the following:

(79)
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where Zc is the characteristic impedance matrix of the transmission line system. For a

system described by R, L, C, and G parameters where Z =R + jroL and Y =G + jroC the

matrix [Zc] =~YZ. For a two conductor line [Zcl would have values of the even mode

impedances on the main diagonal and values of the odd mode impedanceson the off

diagonal.

With the ends of the transmission line designated sides A and B we assume one side is the

generator side and the other is the load side. The Green's function is computed for the

augmented transmission line at both ends. When computing the Green's function to the

augmented transmission line, we place a driving emf source at the interface of the [Zml

terminal network and the [-ZnJ network then measure the current at the ports of the

transmission line. This interface between the [Zm] terminal network and the [-Zml network

is referred to as a virtual porr and denoted by Vvj(t) for vinual pon j and time 1. The total

current at time, t, and at port k of the system is given by a summationof integral

convolutions.

Finally, this paper provides for computer simulation of such a system by replacing the

integral convolutions by summations.The final equations used to compute the currents at

the generator and load side of the transmission line system is given by the following. These

equations assume that the virtual port voltages can be found by standard circuit analysis

procedures.

Generator side response:

(80a)

Load side response:
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(80b)

where k=l,...N and

ivkG(q) is the total current at virtual port k and time q

is the Green's function computed for the same side of the

transmission line when a delta function is excited at pon j and the

response is measured at port k.

i~O is the Green's function computed for the other side of the

transmission line when a delta function is excited at port j and the

response is measured at port k.

VvjGO

VvjL()

is the generator side virtual voltage

is the load side virtual voltage

This paper finally reduces these equations to matrix formulation and provides a numerical

example.

This paper is used as a primary source for developing the transient nonlinear simulation of

transmission line systems approach developed here. There are; however, three major

problems that this paper does not address:

1) How does one develop the Green's function for the augmented transmission

line system? The paper did address the method of finding the Green's

function from the admittance parameters. However, the Green's function

for the augmented transmission line will not be the inverse Fourier

transform any standard network parameters.
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2) How does one develop the termination networks given actual S parameter or

lDR data instead of theoretical lumped element models?

3) How does one implement this approach in a usable tool such as a general

purpose circuit simulator? This paper found the response of a transmission

line system it did not address the problem ~! fmding the virtual voltages

given arbitrary generator and load networks.

2.4.2.3.2 Approach used by Schutt-Aine and Mittra

The paper "Scanering Parameter Transient Analysis of Transmission Lines Loaded with

Nonlinear Terminations" and "Nonlinear Transient Analysis of Coupled Transmission

Lines" derive the time-domain solution to a single and multiport coupled transmission line

system respectively.99,lOO Both papers attack this problem using the same general method.

That is, the scattering parameters of a transmission line system are found. Then interface

reflection and transmission coefficients are developed in the time-domain. A time-domain

scattering parameter matrix is found by taking the inverse Fourier transform of frequency

domain scattering parameters.The final solution is found by finding a voltage solution to

the nonlinear termination simultaneously with a convolution equation involving the time

domain scattering parameters.

In their first paper, Schun-Aine and Mittra developed the frequency-domain scattering

parameters for a single uniform line from the frequency-domain characteristic impedance,

propagation constant, and physical length.

99Schutle-Aine,S<;auerini ParameterTransientAnalysjs,pp. 529-536.

lOOSchutte-Aine, NonlinearTransientAnalysjsof CQupled Transmission Lines, pp. 959-967.
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" (1 - a 2)p
511(0)) =522(0)) =(l _ p2a 2)

(1 - p21a
512(00) = 521(00) = 2 2

(1 - P a )

'\II ZO(co) - Zref
where a =e- ra and p = -----~--

ZO(co) + Zref

(8Ia)

(8Ib)

(8Ic)

(8Id)

Schutt-Aineand Mittra used the term 2o(co) to discribe the characteristic impedance of a

uniform lossy as function of frequency.

The time-domain scattering parameters Sij(t), are found from the inverse Fourier transform

of the frequency domain scattering parameters. In the ime domain, the backward traveling

waves at port 1 and 2 are given in terms of the forwared travelling waves and the time

domain scattering parameters.

(82a)

(82b)

The forward traveling waves are given by:

where

Ti(t) = Zi(t~Zref

ri(t) =Zj(t) - Zref
Zj(t) + Zref

(82c)

(82d)

(82e)

(82f)
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and the * indicates the convolution. The term Zi(t) represents the time domain instantaneous

impedance of the termination circuit asa function of time.

To implement this approach in a computer, a numerical convolution is used. The rest of the

theory section of this paper is concerned with efficient calculation of the convolution to

solve for the forward and backward traveling waves.

The total port voltage is found from:

VI(t) = a1(t) + b1(t)

V2(t) =a2(t) =+- b2(t)

(83a)

(83b)

In their second paper, Schun-Aine and Mittra extended their work to coupled transmission

line systems. The paper starts by developing a multiport S parameter matrix from lumped

multiport L and C parameters. This corresponds to a multiport coupled lossless

transmission line system.

The basic equations for the forward and backward traveling waves are the same as those

for the single transmission line except that matrices are involved instead of scalar equations.

Equations (84a) through (84h) are the matrix equations for the forward and backward

traveling waves of a coupled transmission line system.

where

[bl (t)] =Isu(t)] * [al (t)]T + [SI2(t)] * [a2(t)]T

[1>2(t)] =[S21(t)] * [a1(t)]T + [S22(t)] * [a2(t)]T

[a1(t)] =rr1(t)][bI(t)]T + [T1(t)] [g1(t)]T

[a2(t)] = [r2(t)] [1>2(t)]T + [TI(t)][g2(t)]T

(84a)

(84b)

(84c)

(84d)
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where

[ -I -I J-1[TI(t)] = In + EO ZI(t) L O EO AO

[
-1 -I A J-1

[T2(t)] = In + EO Z2(t) L 0 EO 0

[rl(t)] = {In + EO Zl(t) L~ E{} AOJl [In -EO Zl(t) L{} EO
l

AOJ
[r2(t)] = {In + EO Z2(t) LO

l EO
l

AOJl [In -EO Z2(t) LO
l

EO
l

AOJ

(84e)

(84f)

(84g)

(84h)

ZI(t) and Z2(t)

Eo and EO
l

Co

are the termination impedances

.
are the eigenvectors and inverse eigenvectors of the

matrix [LoCo]

is a diagonal matrix of the the eigenvalues of the

matrix [LoCo]. The multi-pon propagation constant matrix
•• , ..'JA~
IS Just -U)6". \}

is the multipon inductance matrix

is the multipon capacitancematrix

is an n x n identity matrix

As with the previous paper, this paper devotes a lot of time to efficient computation of the

rnultiport convolution.

There were two major problems with this approach

1) taking the inverse Fourier transform of S parameter data is not simple for

lossy lines, and
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2) the multipon coupled approach only solved for lossless lines. No mention

was made of dealing with lossy lines.

The first problem with this approach comes in taking the inverse Fourier transform of the

frequency-domain S parameters. In general, S parameters are band unlimited in the

frequency-domain. Thus when the inverse Fourier transform of a band-unlimited signal is

taken, that portion outside the Nyquist critical frequency will alias into the solution.

For a lossless transmission line system S parameters are periodic in frequency.U'l Thus

when the inverse Fourier transform is taken, an exact result can be obtained provided the

Nyquist critical frequency is chosen to correspond to a multiple of ~ wavelength of the

transmission line (points where the S parameters repeat).

For a lossy transmission line, the S parameters are not periodic and not bandwidth limited.

Furthermore, S parameters can not be filtered in the frequency-domain to reduce aliasing.

Thus for high loss transmission line system this approach breaks down.

The second problem with this approach is that for coupled lines, the paper only proved the

method for lossless transmission lines. No attempt was made to prove the technique

worked when losses were included.

2.4.3. Circuit Simulation

2.4.3.1. SCAMPER and SPICE

SCAMPER and SPICE aretwo examples of a class of general purpose analog circuit

simulation tools designed to provide time and frequency-domain analysis of electrical

circuits. For this research, we are most concerned with time-domain analysis. In this

lOlTOUCHSTONE data of ideal transmission lines
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section, we shall describe in very general terms the operation and limitations of this class of

simulation tools.

In general, these tools approach time-domain simulation in three steps: initial setup, DC or

steady-state analysis, and transient analysis. During initial setup, the circuit to be simulated

is evaluated to produce a set of nodal equations. During D~ or steady-state analysis the

nodal equations are evaluated such that time dependent elements (capacitors and inductors)

are disregarded. During DC analysis time dependent sources (e.g. pulse generators) are

held at a constant value. By disregarding time dependent elements and holding rime

dependent sources to a constant value a starting point for time and frequency-domain

analysis can be found. Finally, during transient analysis the system is evaluated with time

dependencies included.

The method for initial setup, DC analysis and transient analysis presented herein are only

one approach to circuit simulation. Both SCAMPER and SPICE use different methods.

The purpose of this section is to outline the process necessary for simulating a complex

nonlinear circuit in the time-domain using an analog circuit simulator.

2,4.3.2. Initial Setup

During initial setup the circuit is transformed into a network that contains only resistors,

capacitors, inductors and current sources. Using Thevenin/Norton transformations we can

transform linear voltage sources into equivalent current sources.

The nodal equations result from Kirchhoff's current law are shown in (85) for each

node. 102

l02Vlach, ComputeT Methods, pp. 28-73.
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~(Currents leaving the node ) _ ~(Currents entering the node)
,£.J through passive components -,£.J from independent sources

(85)

As pan of the initial set-upwe evaluate the transformed network so that it can be evaluated

in terms of a system of nonlinearalgebraicequations.

We define a matrix, A, referred to as the incidentmatrix.This matrix describes the

connectivity of all currents leavingeach node throughpassivecomponents. We define a

matrix, AJ, referred to as the incident matrix for independent sources. this matrix describes

the connectivity of all currentsentering each node through current sources. We define the

transpose of the incident matrix as AT

Throughout the discussionof circuit simulatoroperation we will use the following

nomenclature:

Vb for a vector describingthe voltage across each branch

Vn for a vector describing the voltage at each node with respect to some common node

(usually ground)

ib for a vector describing the current througheach passivecomponent

jn for a vector describing the equivalentnode currents. This current is the current

entering each node as a result of independent sources

jb for a vector describing the branch currentsof each independentsource

2.4.3.3. DC Steady-stateAnalysis103

l03Vlach, Computer Methods, pp. 339-348.
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For the DC solution, all inductorsare short-circuited and all capacitors are open-circuited in

the network. All voltage sourceshave already been transformedinto equivalent current

sources. We consider the nodal formulation which requires that all resistances be voltage

controlled. In other words the nonlinearities must have constitutive equations of the form:

Using Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws we defme:

Kirchhoffs voltage law: Vb =ATvn

Kirchhoffs current law: Aib = -AJjb = jn

(86)

(87a)

(87b)

We substitute the constitutive relationshipfor all nonlinear resistors into Kirchhoffs

current law equation so

(88)

Now substituting Kirchhoff's voltage law for the branch voltages we get

(89)

This is the generalizedform of the nodal equation for a nonlinear network. To solve the

nonlinear network, SCAMPER uses the Newton-Raphsonalgorithm. This algorithm

solves a system of nonlinearequations by approximating the equation by a Taylor series,

neglecting the higher order terms, and iterating on the dependent variable.U'" To use the

Newton-Raphsonalgorithm, we define the following function from the generalized nodal

equation.

1040ennund Dahlquist Akebjorck, Numerical Methods. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-HaU,
1974),pp.40S-419.
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(90)

The Jacobian is obtained by applying the chain rule for differentiation (we use J as the

nomenclature for the Jacobian)

J= ar =Ak~
avo aVb avo (91)

We define the matrix Gb to represent the first derivative of the current through each

nonlinear resistive element with respect to the branch voltages. By definition the incidence

matrix is the first derivative of the node voltage with respect to the branch voltage. For a

linear conductor we define ib = GVb thus £~ = Gwhich is the value of the conductance.

(92)

By definition the incidence matrix is the first derivative of the node voltage with respect to

the branch voltage.

(93)

Thus the Jacobian is found to be

(94)

The following are steps one could used to find the DC operating point for steady-state

analysis.

0) Start with an initial guess for the nodal voltages (SCAMPER initially

guesses all node voltages to be zero unless explicitly set otherwise).

1) Calculate the equivalent nodal currents -AJjb = jn

2) Calculate the branch voltage Vb= ATvn
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3) Calculate the branchcurrents ib=g(Vb)

4) Calculate the matrix Gb, where Gb =l:b
/

5) Calculate the JacobianmatrixJ = AGbAT

6) Solve the nonlinear function f(vn) = Aib - jn

7) Solve the Newton-Raphson equation Jl\vn =-f(vn)

8) If l\vn is small (less than lmv default for SCAMPER) we know that the

present value of Vn (i.e. v~) has converged to a solution. If ~vn is not small

k+l kthen find the next guess for Vn from vn = Vn + ~Vn·

9) If convergence has not beenachievedgo back to step 2 otherwisemove on

to transientanalysis.

2.4.3.4. Transient Analysis

For transient analysis the timedependent elements (capacitors and inductors) are added to

the network. The networkequationsnow become both algebraic and differential, insteadof

just algebraic as was the case with fmcling the DC operatingpoint In order to avoid

nonlineardifferential equations,we introduce the conceptsof charge and flux. Now the

differential equations in the systemare linear, and only the algebraic equationsare

nonlinear. SCAMPER uses variablestep size so that the systemis solved more efficiently

than the same systemsolved by constant step sizes.

Essentially, to solve the transientresponseof a system becomesa problem of solving a

systemof linear differential equationand nonlinear algebraic equations. A commonly used
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method involves employingGear's backward. differentiation formula (BDF)in conjunction

with the Newton-Raphsonalgorithm to solve such a system. lOS

2.4.3.5. Stabilitr· ACcuracy, and CQnYer~ence

Any numerical simulation of a nonlinearcircuitneeds to considerstability, accuracy, and

convergence.These problemsare due to the methodof solving the systemof algebraic

differentialequations.

Accuracy falls into two relatedproblems: local accuracy and global accuracy. Global

accuracyrefers to the circuit simulator ability to Converge to a correctsolution. If the

system has feedback, globalaccuracy also becomes a numerical stability problem. In other

words if a system with feedbackdoes not convergesto the correctanswer, it may become

unstable (i.e. blow-up). Local accuracyis essentially a numerical roundoffproblem. Since

we are dealing with matrices it is possible that the elements of the matrices (particularly the

Jacobian matrix) will have a large dynamicrange. Also the largerthe matrix (i.e. the large

number of elements) in which the valuesof many rows in that matrix are close in value, the

greater the chance of problems(roundofferrors or singularmatrix) in solvingthe systemof

equations to find the next iterationfor nodal voltages.106

Solving a system of equationswhere the dynamicrange is large can introduceroundoff

problems. These roundoffproblemsare due to the fact that we have a finite precision

(usually double precisionreal or double precisioncomplex numbers) of the numbers in the

equations. Dependingon the technique used to solve the systemof equations, the numerical

solution can deviate from a real solutionconsiderably. It is possible to have poor local

lOSVlach, Computer Methods. pp. 364-394.

l06Press, Numerical recjpes,pp. 28-29
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accuracy, particularly with the Jacobian matrix, and still have good global accuracy. The

problem is that poor local accuracy tends to increase the number of iterations.

By stability we mean the circuit simulator tends to converge to a solution that models the

real life events. We have encountered situations in circuit simulation where the model we

are simulating became unstable, started to oscillate, and br the end of the simulation we

were looking at the situation where the the solution has hundreds (even millions) of volts at

each node (with a very small voltage input). This situation occurs when a circuit has

feedback and the circuit simulator converges to a wrong result Since the Newton-Raphson

method for solving nonlinear equations is a numerical process, it is completely possible for

this method to converge on a wrong answer. We can improve the stability of the simulation

by reducing the tolerance we will accept on the ~vn. We can also improve the stability by

reducing the step size that the circuit simulator uses for transient analysis. By reducing the

step size, we can improve the accuracy of the differential equations associated with

capacitors and inductors. Thus if the accuracy of the differential equations is improved, the

probability the circuit simulator will converge to the correct solution improves.

Finally, convergence problems fall into three categories, singularity of the Jacobian matrix,

DC convergence, and transient convergence. Singularity of the Jacobian matrix can occur if

there is a wide dynamic range of the elements in this matrix and/or there are a large number

of components in the matrix and two or more rows with similar values. The algorithm used

to solve the system of equations may fail for a matrix that is nearly singular and the circuit

simulator returns a singular matrix error. This problem can usually be solved by removing

components in the system that are insignificant to its operation or reducing the size of the

circuit

DC convergence problems occur when the circuit simulator is incapable of finding an

operating point. With a system of nonlinear equations, it is quite possible for the nonlinear
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equation to have a saddle point If this is the case, the simulator may get stuck at a local

minimum for the f(vo) = 0 equation. A solution to this problem is to inform the circuit

simulator beforehand as to a best guess for each node in the system. This means that the

nonlinear system of equations start at a logical point. Another method is called ramping.P?

This method involves setting all independent sources to zero, finding an operating point

(zero for all elements) then slowly increasing the sources to there initial value. This allows

the circuit simulator to "power-up" the system of equations.

The transient convergence problems are similar to the DC convergence problems in that the

circuit simulator usually gets stuck at a local minimum. A solution to transient convergence

problems is to decrease the time step, thereby decreasing the changes associated with time

dependent elements. When SCAMPER encounters a transient convergence problem, it will

continue to reduce the time step until it reaches 3xlo-33 seconds in which case SCAMPER

gives up.

In general, transient simulation of a system in which the components do not have a wide

dynamic range, the time step is small but not minisculef, and there are no potentially

unstable feedback loops, will converge to a globally accurate solution.

l07Bell-NonhemResearch, SCAMPER Reference Manual, p, 20.

t A guidelineused for SCAMPER is that the ~ini!Dum ti~e step is ~.l% of the requested. o~tput
time step. Thus ifwe are examiningthe response of a circun at a umeresolution of Ins then the mmunum
time step should beabout Ips.
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3. TRANSIENT NONLINEAR SIMuLAIloN

3.1. DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD

3.1.1. Frequency-Domain Response

Scattering parameters of a transmission line system describe the relative amplitude and

phase of the forward and backward traveling waves at each port and at each frequency with

respect to a reference impedance Zm.108 In figure 28, Vj+ and Vj- are the forward and

backward traveling waves respectively at port j when all pons are terminated in the

reference impedance Zm-

~
N

V:-.
N

1 2

· ·· DIS1RIBUfED ·• NE1WORK ·
-~ y+

v-~
1
y+~

V
N-l

yf-N~

Fi ore 28. Forward and backward travelin waves in an n- rt network

Frequency-domain S parameters represent the ratio of the forward and backward travelling

waves: Sij(c.o) =Vi-(c.o)Nj+(c.o). Therefore S parameters have a direct physical relationship

with reflection and coupling phenomena of a transmission line network.

l08Collios, Foundation for Microwave EUKineerinK, p. 170
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Given normalized S parameters (normalizedto 10) where transmitted power at port j is

given by ~vjt. we can find the frequency-domainGreen's function for the system. The

frequency-domain Green's function is defined as the impulse response of the system when

all ports are terminated in a normalized referenceimpedanceZm and is given by:

The proof of this is given by the following.

i=j

i;tj
(94)

From figure 29, given a system with sources Ei,E2,...,En, and where Ii is the current

going into the ith port and all ports are terminated in referenceimpedance Zm, then the total

voltage at port i is given by: Yi = E; - Zm Ij, or in matrix form by [V] =[E] - Zm[I].

From the equation for S parameters

[Y-] = [S][Y+]

the total voltage at all ports is

[V] =[Y+] + [Y-]

and the current at all pons is

(95a)

(95b)

then

therefore

Solving for [V+] we have

[I] = [V+t[V-]

[V] = [E] - [Y+] + [v-]

[V+] + [V-] =[E] - [Y+] + [Y-]

[V+] =t£E]

(95c)

(95d)

(95e)

(950

Substituting back into the equation for scatteringparameters
.- 1 1

[v-] = [S]~] =[V] - 2:[E] (95g)
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Finally, we solve for the total voltage at each port in terms of the source voltage

[V] =t{ In + [S]} [E] (95h)

The matrix [V] is the voltage response at each port when one and only one source is excited

and all pons are terminated in a normalized reference impedance of impedance of Zm. In the

frequency-domain this is referred to as the frequency response of the system. In the time

domain this is referred to as a Green's function or impulse response.

3.1.2. Time-Domain Impulse Response

Integration of a transmission line system into a transient circuit simulator requires a time

domain description of total voltages rather than a frequency-domain description of traveling

wave components. For this reason, we use the method of Green's function to evaluate the

transient behavior of a distributed system. 109 As we have stated, the time-domain Green's

function is the time-domain Dirac impulse response of that system when terminated in a

reference impedance.

A Green's function of a transmission line network, when all pons are terminated in a

reference impedance, can be derived directly from the S parameters. That is:

(96)

where Gij(co) is the frequency-domain response at port j to a source at port i and radian

frequency co ; gij(t) is the time-domain Green's function or impulse response at pon j and

time t to a Dirac delta source at port i and time zero. F-l[ ] is the inverse Fourier transform;

Sij(co) is the frequency-domain scattering parameter at radian frequency co; and Hue) is the

1090upra, Computer-Aided oCsjm of Microwave Circuits, p. 237.
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transfer function of a low pass filter at radian frequency co, We will discuss the function of

the low pass filter in a later section. Finally, at, is the time incrementof the discretized

Green's function to be used in numerical convolution.

According to the Nyquist theorem, ~t is one half the inverse of the highest frequency

component (fmax) of the frequency-domain Green's function (~t = fO.S ). Likewise
max

according to the Nyquist theorem, the time span, T of the time-domain Green's function is

dependent on the frequency increment, M, of the S parameters (T =~f)

The method of Green's function is used to evaluate the transientresponse of a system when

driven by an ErvtF source. The transient response is found by convolving the ErvtF source

with the Green's functions in the time-domain. For a linear system with multiple EMF

sources, asshown in figure 29, the total voltage response can befound by superpositionof

the convolution of the ErvtF source and the correspondingGreen's function. 110

Zm VI

Q

5~ ~

- ~~ -
V

N-l Q

~
- -- -

Figure 29. Distributed Network with termination impedancesZm at all pons and driving

EMF sources.

Voltages at each port aredenoted by Vi, driving EMFsources are denoted by Ei. All pons

are terminatedin reference volta e Zm.

llOojordjevic, Analysis of Lossy Transmission Ljnes. p. 662.
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Thus the total transient response at pan j of a transmission line system to N E1v1F sources

labeled, Ei (where i = I ...N), with series impedance Zm is:

N t

Vj(t) = L Jgij(t-t)Ei(t)dt =
i=I -00

N
L,gij*Ei
i=I

(97)

where N is the number of pons in the system. We use the nomenclature * to denote a

convolution. Equation (97) states the method of Green's function for the time-domain

response at port j and time t.

3.1.3. Removing the Effects of the Reference Impedance

In order to find the response of a system when terminated with arbitrary devices we must

remove the effects of the reference impedance. This can be done by incorporating a series

impedance, -Zm, at each termination so that a vinual short circuit is created between the

arbitrary termination and the transmission network as shown in the figure 30. 111

-Zm V
N

V Zm
N

Zm VI
Q

5~
e3~

V ~~N-I
Q

v -z
N-l m

I'
ARBIlRARY

TERMINAnON

Fi 30. Removin the reference im edance

IIIDjordjevic, Analysis of Lossy Transmission Lines, p. 661.
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This circuit can then be partitioned into a set of termination networksand one transmission

line network as shown in the figure 31. In this figure, we refer to Vi' as the vinual voltage

at port i, and we refer to Vias the node voltage at port i.

v.'
2

V'N

V

j
ARBITRARY

TERMINATION

Figure 31. Network partitioned into N termination systems and one n-port transmission

line network.

The vinual voltage at port i is related to the node voltage by

(98)

i = 1,... ,N

where Ii is the current flowing into the distributed network at port i.

Invoking the compensation theorem enables the termination network to be simplified by

removing the negative reference impedanceand replacing it by a controlledvoltage source.

The compensation theorem states that anyimpedance in a network may be replaced by a

generator of zero internal impedance whose generated voltage at every instant is equal to the

instantaneous potential difference that exists across the impedance becauseof current
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flowing through it.112 The network is now described by a set of termination equations, and

a linear transmission line system as shown in figure 32.

Q

V 5~ v·
V21 2

~~- -- -
Q

V V'
N-l N

- - -- - - ARBITRARY
TERMINATION

Fi ure 32. Network as N termination networks and one linear transmission line s stem

3.1.4. Developing a Set of Equations

Applying the Green's function of (97) to the modified network leads to the convolution

equation for an n-port transmission line and N termination equations (one at each port). The

n-port convolution equation is expressed as

N t

Vj(t) = I, Jgij(t-t)V'i(t)dt =
i=l -00

N
I,gij*V'i
i=1

(99)

In order to implement the indefinite integral of (99) into the transient circuit simulator we

use the discrete circular convolution approximation. Thus:

112H. H. Skilling, Electrical EOKineerinK Circuits, 2nd00. (New York: John Wiely & Sons,
1965), p. 373.
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where Nt is the number of time points in the circular convolution, Vi'(O) is the value of the

virtual source at node i at time zero, N is the number of ports in the system, t is the time of

interest, and ~t is the time step used in the convolution. Equation (99) and (100) indicate

that the node sources, Vj(t), are memory devices controlled by the past and present values

of the vinual sources, Vj'(t).

Equation (100) relies on the fact that the network is in steady-state prior to time t=O. The

first summation of (100) represents the transient response of the system after time t=O. The

second summation represents the steady-state response of the system prior to time t=O. By

including the second summation in our solution, we are able to solve some of the DC

operating point problems that were encountered using the lossless delay line in SCAMPER.

Since the Green's function derived in equation (96) is derived using a discrete inverse

Fourier transform of finite period on non-zero frequency step, the Green's function, gij(t)

will repeat at intervals T=Nt.1t. This interval of repetition, or time span of the Green's

function enforces a limitation on the circular convolution. The circular convolution requires

that all transients in the system die out within the time span of the Green's function. In

practice this means that the frequency step of the measured or calculated S parameters must

be fine enough that the period is larger than the longest transient phenomena in the system.

3.2. IMPLEMENTATION IN A CIRCUIT SIMULATOR

3.2.1. Circuit Definition

The algorithms of (98) and (100) are implemented as a macro (or model) in the transient

circuit simulation package SCAMPER. This algorithm however, is applicable to any

transient circuit simulator which can branch to a subroutine for evaluation of nonlinear

controlled voltage or current sources.
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We implement (98) and (100) using controlled voltage sources. Figure 33 illustrates the

implementation of one port of an N-pon network transmission line model. We implement

the node voltage source, Vi, as a nonlinear voltage controlled voltage source at each

port. 113 We have a corresponding virtual voltage source, V'i, implemented as a linear

controlled voltage source. The controlling variables of each node source are the past and

present values of all the virtual sources as shown in (100)"-The controlling variables of

each vinual source are the present voltage at and current through the node source as shown

in equation (98).

NLOA > 0

~I2 ~~
V2 '\J ~ ~

-=GND

port 1 port 2

VI =1RAN(Vvl'VV2,PORT=I,NPORT=2,PERIOD,DFLTAT,NEGGRN,BANDP,ORDER)

V2 = 1RAN(Vvl' VV2,PORT=2,NPORT=2,PERIOD,DELTAT,NEGGRN,BANDP,ORDER)

VvI = VI + 50* 11
VV2 = V2 + 50* 1

2

Figure 33. Implementation of a 2-pon transmission line model as voltage controlled voltage

sources into SCAMPER.

Both pons of the model may be terminated in an arbitrary termination. The node voltage

sources VI and V2 are functions of the values of the virtual voltages (Vvl and Vv2) . In

addition these voltage sources are functions of the Green's function of the transmission

line. The parameters of PERIOD, DELTAT,NEGGRN, BANDP, and ORDER are used to

properly filter, and take the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency domain Green's

function.

113Bell-Nonhem Research, SCAMPERUsers Guide, p. 117.
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In table 4, the parameters of the library model used for the two pan transmission line are

presented. Similar constructs are used for the 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 port models. The library

permits the user to specify various parameters for the model.

port number PORT

number of ports NPO~T

period of simulation PERIOD default 101ns

time step used for the Green's function DELTAT default 20ps

time until transients die out in Green's function NEGGRN default PERIOD

maximum bandwidth of Green's function LPF BANDP defaulti PERIOD

order of low pass filter ORDER default 1st order

Table 4. Parameters for transmission line model in SCAMPER

The function TRAN in figure 33 is the voltage controlled function that implements the

numerical convolution in (1(0). The parameters PERIOD and DELTAT of table 4 are used

to align the frequency-domain S-parameter data such that when the inverse Fourier

transform is taken, the time step, d, and period, T, will correspond to the minimal time

step and period of simulation respectively. The parameters BANDP and ORDER of table 4

are used to define the low pass filter used in fmding the time-domain Green's function from

the frequency-domain Green's function. For this research we used a Butterworth filter

because of the ease in implementation and due to the fact that it reduced time-domain ripple

and improved convergence. Finally t the NEGGRN parameter, of table 4, allow the user to

truncate the time-domain Green's function to a value less than the period in order to

improve simulation time.
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The nodes of the two port model in figure 33 are label NDRV, NLOA, and GND. Figure

34 shows the library model TRANLN for the 2-port transmission line network as

implemented in SCAMPER.
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TRANLN

VI PORT I

VI NPORT 2

VI PERIOD IOIE-9

VI DELTAT 2.0E-ll

VI NEGGRN O.

VI BANDP 0

VI ORDER 1

V2 PORT 2

V2 NPORT 2

V2 PERIOD 101E-9

V2 DELTAT 2.0E-II

V2 NEGGRN O.

V2 BANDP 0

V2 ORDER I

$ NODES NDRV NLOAGND

VI NDRV GND 1RAN V(VVI) V(VV2)

V2 NLOA GND TRAN V(VVl) V(VV2)

VVI P3 GND V(VI) I(VI) 1.50.

RI P3 GND 50.

VV2 P4 GND V(V2) I(V2) 1.50.

R2P4GND50.

$$

Figure 34. Two-port transmission line model as implemented in SCAMPER.
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3.2.2 Transient Analysis Proceedure

Transient analysis of any circuit using a circuit simulator is accomplished in three distinct

steps: setup, establishment of DC initial conditions, and transient analysis.

3.2.2.1. Initial Setup

During the initial setup the time-domain Green's function is derived from frequency

domain S parameters. The S parameters may either be measured or calculated. For all but

very long lines we can truncate, using the NEGGRN parameter, the Green's function to
.

some time interval shorter than, T, in order to improve execution speed.

In practice the amplitude of the frequency-domain Green's function for most transmission

line systems does not significantly roll-off as frequency increases within a bandwidth that

can be conveniently measured. Consequently, it is necessary to artificially bandlimit this

function in order to perform the inverse Fourier transform without introducing aliasing

effects. As we have stated, we use a multi-order Butterworth Low Pass Filter, H(ro), to

anificially bandlimit the frequency-domain Green's function. The bandpass of this filter is

dictated by the BANDP parameter and the order by the ORDER parameter.

3.2.2.2. Steady-state Analysis

During DC initial condition analysis the transmission line model performs a circular

convolution (100) using the Green's function and the time t=O voltage at all vinual sources.

The TRAN function returns the value of the node source and the first derivative of the node

source with respect to each of the virtual sources. The first derivative is required for the

Jacobian in order to solve the system of nonlinear equations.

3.2.2,3, Transient Analysis
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During transient analysis, we use the circular convolution (l(0) and the past and present

voltages at all vinual sources to find the transient value for the voltages at each port. In

general interpolation of the voltage at the vinual sources are required since the simulation

time step does not necessarily corresponds to the Green's function time step. We stipulate

that the minimum time step SCAMPER may use is no less than the DELTAT parameter.

This stipulation prevents the first derivative of the node voltage with respect to the vinual

voltages from becoming zero. Unfortunately, this stipulation sometimes causes instability

in the simulation. The user must find the right balance between stability of the simulation

and time step size in order to perform simulations with very complex terminations (i.e.

transistor level models of digital devices).

3.2.2. Stability, Convergence, and Filter Definition

Ripple in the time-domain Green's function due to aliasing can lead to convergence

problems. From experience it appears that if the magnitude of these ripples less than 1
10 of

the overall response, transient simulation will converge. The amplitude of the ripple can be

reduced by increasing the S-parameter bandwidth or by applying the low pass filter

function. Beside reducing aliasing errors, the low pass filter spreads the impulse response

out in time. This corresponds to additional loss and dispersion in the transient response.

In our implementation, we used a multiorder Butterworth filter. The Butterworth filter is

used because it does not cause significant phase distortion in the skin of the filter response.

Phase distortion in the pass band and the skin of the filtered frequency-domain Green's

function tends to increase the convergence problems.
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4. RESuLIS

Verification of the Green's function technique and and its implementation as a transmission

line model in a circuit simulator was undertaken using three benchmarks.

• Frequency domain analysis

• Lossly delay line analysis

• Experimental analysis

4 .1. Linear System Comparison

The first example compares the TNSTS technique as implemented into a circuit simulator

against a linear system simulated in the frequency domain. The test structure is the linearly

terminated, lossy coupled microstrip transmission line system shown in the figure 35. This

comparison verified the TNSTS approach accurately simulates a lossy coupled

transmission line structure, since the frequency domain approach is considered accurate to

an arbitrarily chosen precision.
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30n 3nH 3nH

Figure 35. Simulation test structure for comparison of Green's function approach and

frequency-domain methods.

-
Length =O.3048m (12 inches)
Width line 1 = 203Jlm (8mil)

Width line 2 =203Jlm(8 mil)

Height above GND =178JlIIl (7 mil)

Spacing between tracks =152Jlm (6 mil)

Relativedielectric permittivity =4.2

Loss tangent =0.0042

Conductivity = 5.8 x.l07 mhos/m
Track thickness = 37Jlrn (1.47 mil)

Since the loads are linear, standard frequency-domainanalysis techniques can be used for

simulation and a time-domaincomparison can be accomplished by taking an inverse

Fourier transform of the frequency-domain results. This technique provided a benchmark

of the relative accuracy of the Green's function technique and the circuit simulator

implementation since the accuracy of the frequency-domain results is limited only by the

number of harmonics. In figures 36 through 39 we compare the linear approach against the

Green's function approach when the system of figure 35 is driven by a 1 volt trapezoidal

input pulse.
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To fmd the S parameters of the coupled microstrip system of figure 35, we used the linear

frequency-domain CAD package TOUCHSTONE. We determined the S parameters from

DC to 6 GHz in increments of 50 MHz. The time span of the corresponding Green's

function covered 10 round trip reflections. The two simulations schemes show excellent

agreement. The crosstalk response corresponded to within ±40 mV while the driver line

response corresponded to within ±100mV.

'-

0.10
0.08

0.06

V 0.04

o 0.02

L 0 ......-..-r---++-1~-+----4~--#--~r---+-~w-~-+-~~

T -0.0

S -0.04

-0.0

-0.0
- 0.1

50401 0o 20 30

TIME (ns)

Figure 36. Time-domain comparison of the response at the near end of the victim line
(a) Frequency-domain simulation

(b) Green's function transient simulation.
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0 0.05
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T -0.05
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- 0.1

-0.15

-0.2
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Figure 37. Time-domain comparison of the response at the far end of the victimline
(a) Frequency-domain simulation

(b) Green's function transient simulation.
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0 0 .8

L 0.6

TO.4

S 0.2
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-0.4
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Figure 38. Time-domaincomparisonof the response at the far end of the generatorline
(a) Frequency-domain simulation

.- (b) Green's function transient simulation.
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0.8
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0.4

S 0.2

0

-0.2
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Figure 39. Time-domain comparison of the response at the near end of the generator line
(a) Frequency-domain simulation

(b) Green's function transient simulation.

One source of discrepancy is due to the low pass filter introduced into the frequency

domain Green's function. Another source of discrepancy is due to the method the transient

simulator used to solves a system of equations. The transient response using the Green's

function approach is found by solving a nonlinear system of equations numerically.

SCAMPER finds the response by solving Kirchoffs laws numerically. A solution is

assumed when the net current at all nodes is less than some error term. Thus the accuracy

of the simulation is proportional to this error term.

4 .2. Lossless Delay Line Comparison

To compare the lNSTS approach against the lossless delay line approach as implemented

in SCAMPER, we choose a representative test structure, found the characteristic

impedance and propagation constants for the structure (assuming no losses) and compare

the simulations with identical terminations in the time-domain. Since we were using a
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transient simulation in the time-domain all elements were treatedas nonlinearelements for

the purposes of simulation.

The test structure that was used is shown in figure 40. The EMF source produced a

trapezoidal pulse from 0 to 5 volts at the rate of 20 MHz. The response of both the lossless

delay line approach and the TNSTS approach is shown for both the near end (driver end)

and the far end As can be seen both waveforms have nearly identical characteristics.

The reason the TNSTS approach was reduced in voltage, is due to the use of the low pass

filter. Funhermore, we can see the TNSTS approach showed attenuation of some of the

higher frequency components by rounding off the response waveform more than the

lossless delay line (no components are attenuated for the lossless delay line approach).

3nH
son

Pulse Generator

Output vol rage: 0-5 V r'\ _
Frequency: 20 MHz - V
Rise time: 3ns
Fall time: 3ns

Lossless delay line
Approach parnmeters

Za = 55.980 8
Up = 1.718 X 10 mls
Length =12 inches

TNSTS parameters
(MicTOStrip transmission line)

Length = O.3048m (12 inches)
Width = 0.25mm (10 mil)
Height=O.18mm (7 mil)
Thickness = 0.037mm (1.47 ill
Er= 3.2
loss tangent =.0042
conductivity=5.8 x Id mhos m

Fi 40. Test structure: com ares lossless dela line and TNSTS a roaches
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The lossless delay line approachused by SCAMPER has a severe limitation in that the

energy on the transmission line at time t=O must be zero. H the energy is not zero, the

simulation breaks down and the simulationfails to converge. This limitation prevented

using 1TL models with the losslessdelay line. The reason is that at time t=O, the 1TL

model is either in the low state (VOUT=O.2volts) or the high state (VOUT=3.85volts) thus

there will beenergy on the transmissionline. The TNSTS approach does not have this

limitationat time t=O.
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4 .3. Experimental Comparison

We compared measured oscilloscope response with the simulated response. This ensured

thatthe Green's function method for simulation could be used to predict the response of an

arbitrarily complex nonlinear system. We measured the frequency-domain S parameters of

the complex system, shown in figure 43. using the Hewlett-Packard 8510B Automated

Network Analyzer. We developed models for the digital devices based on transistor level

models provided by the manufacturer.

Figures 44 ,45, 46, and 47 show a comparison of the measured response and the simulated

response of the system at each of the four pons.

The experimental verification proved that the technique of modeling the transmission line

effects by finding the frequency-domain S parameters and simulating using the Green's

function approach could accurately predict transmission line problems before a complex

transmission line system is manufactured. The experimental verification proved this

technique could model an actual transmission line system.

ALS240
RECBVER

ALS240
RECEIVER

15" RIBBON CABLEALS240
DRIVER

ALS240 ~R: GENERATOR ~~
D~VER ~~_~L_~.E~~~~~~~~_~~~

Fi ure 43. Simulation test structure
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DRIVER LINE AT NEAR END
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Figure 44. Response, Driver Side,GeneratorLine
solidline:measured

dottedline: simulation
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SENSE LINE AT NEAR END
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Figure45. Response, DriverSide, VictimLine
solid line: measured

dotted line: simulation
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DRIVER LINE AT FAR END
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Figure46. Response, Receiver Side,GeneratorLine
solidline:measured

dottedline:simulation
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SENSE LINE AT FAR END
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Figure 47. Response, ReceiverSide, VictimLine
solidline:measured

dottedline: simulation
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5. APPLIcATION TO DIGITAL BAcKPANEL DESIGN

5.1 DESIGNS THAT WARRANT CONSIDERATION

Transmission line effects in general may need to be considered for lightly loaded tracks of

long length. The following rule is a good design practice for determining when to consider

transmission line effects, provided that the track length and edge rates are known is as

follows:

Transmission line effects should be considered when the transition time

between states is less than the round trip propagation delay.U"

In table 5, we illustrate the maximum track length for a lightly loaded signal before

transmission line effects should beconsidered.

Logic Family Transition time MaximumTrack length

LS tLH = 60S 59 em
tHL = 6ns

ALS tLH = 5ns 28cm
tHL =3ns

FAST tLH = 2ns 19cm
tHL =2ns

MECLill tLH =0.3ns 3cm
tHI = 0.3ns

Table 5: Maximum tracking length before transmission line effects must be considered as a
function of edge rates11S,116,117

114Signetics, FAST Users Guide, section 2.

11SMotorola, FAST and LS m Data. p. 3-11.

116Motorola, MECL Device Data, p. 4-27.

117Texas Instruments, ALS and LS Data Book,p. 3-11.
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In general, the faster the edge rate the smaller the trackinglengthmust be before

transmission line effects should be considered. Thus for LS logic, a designer rarely had to

consider transmission line effect For ALS and FAST logic, a designer usually has to

consider transmission line effects for backpaneldesign but not for PCB design. For

MECL ill logic (and some GaAs logics) a designer shouldconsider transmission line

effects for most designs.

For long, lightly loaded tracks, transmissionline effects tend to be a dominate factor in

signal integrity. As more devices are placed onl? a track, the capacitiveloading effectsof

these devices become more significant There exists a point where the capacitiveloadingof

devices is the dominant factor and transmission line effects may be neglected. The

following guideline applies to ALS and FAST drivers on backpanel:

For more than 10 devices evenly spaced on a backpanel track that is less

than 20 inches long, transmission line effects may be neglected. This

applies to tracks driven by FAST or ALS tri-state buffer/driver devices.

In determining this guidelinewe simulateda 20 inch backpanelmicrostrip track with

characteristic impedances of 30, 40, 50, 60 and 700. Using both FAST and ALS device

modes and loading on 1,2, 5, 10, and 20 devices we compared the simulation for

reflections and metastates. We performed simulations with all the devices lumped at the far

end and when the devices where distributed. We also performed simulationswith the driver

at the end and the middle of the transmissionline. We found that after 5 evenly spaced

devices the transmission line effects where somewhatovershadowed by the device loading.

After 10 evenly spaceddevices the transmission line effects wherecompletely

overshadowed by device loading.
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5 .2 REFLECTIONS

Reflections are due to impedance mismatches or impedancediscontinuities. There are also

non-transmission line effects that resemble reflections but are due to packageinductance

between the die and the pins of large DIP packages.I IS

The designpractices listed in table6 tend to increase the probability of transmission line

reflection problems. The left columnof table 6 indicatesthe sourceof reflections while the

right column indicates the designpracticethat caused the problem.

Reflections due to energyon transmission • F.8St Edge rates
line

• Low characteristic impedance

• Long distances from device to backpanel
connectoron PCB

Reflections due to impedance
discontinuities

Non-transmission linereflections due to
packaging

• Too few ground pins from board to
backpanel (highconnectorimpedance)

• Breaks or gaps in the ground plane

• LargeDip packages

Table6: Design practices tthat increase reflectionr problems

The followingdesignrules may reduceproblemsassociatedwith reflections. These design

roles are in order of relativeeffectiveness.

1 ) Use a solid ground plane with no gaps

2 ) Use ALS logic instead of FAST

3 ) Terminate tracks on backpanel

118Signetics, FAST Users Guide, section2.
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4) Use CMOS receivers instead of TTL receivers (caution must

be exercised to reduce problems of CMOS latch-up)

5 ) Make at least 10% of the pins from a backpanel to the PCB

ground pins. Space these pins along the entire connector.

6 ) Use the highest feasible track impedance. Impedances from

750. to 9Sn reduce reflections for lightly loaded tracks

7) Keep the tracking from the backpanel connector to the devices

on the PCB less than 2 inches.

8) Use smaller DIP (Dual Inline Package) or SO (Small Outline)

packaging.

9) Place the primary driver near the center of the backpanel.

These design practices where developed by simulating microstrip, and open wire (similar to

a 2-layer PCB without a ground plane) transmission lines. The transmission line

impedances of the microstrip line was 30,50, 75 or lOOn.The driving devices where

FAST, ALS and CMOS devices, placed in either DIP packages or SO packages. The

transmission line length was 10 or 20 inches long. Tracks were loaded with 1, 2, or 5

devices. We terminated the tracks with no termination, 220/3300 termination, AC

termination (SOn in series with 2OpF). The backpanel connectors were modelled as a

lumped element LC circuit (7t model). The PCB track between the device and the

backpanel was mcxlelled as a 50n track of length 1, 3, or 6 inches. Finally, we place the

primary driver at the center and the end of the backpanel track. We simulated many

permutations of these parameters and examined the results for minimum overshoot on a

high-to-low transition.

Figure 48 illustrates the elements used for backplane simulation.
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I

AC
termination

Receiving Device

Board
Transmission
Line

Board
Transmission
Line

BackplaneTransmissionLine

+5V

220/330
termination

Fi e 48. Elements used for bac lane simulation.

5.3 METASTATES

Metastatesare due to finite characteristic impedanceand non-negligible propagationdelay.

Since metastatescannot beeliminated, the guidelinespresented are intended to reduce the

probability of error due to metastates. We reduce this probability of error by reducing the

length of time the signal is at an undefmed state. We can also reduce this probability by

forcing the metastate voltage level out of the transitionregion for digital devices.

In table 7 we present design practices which tend to increase the probability of errors due to

metastates.The left column of table 7 inicates the source of the metastate problem while the

ri t column indicates the desi ractice.

Metastateproblemsdue to finite • low characteristicimpedance
characteristic impedanceof track

ce

Metastate problemsdue to non-negligible
propagation delay

• Long tracks

• Fast ed e rates

Table 7: Design practices that increase the probabilityof problems due to metastates
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The following design rules usuallyreduce problemsassociated with metastates. These

design rules are in order of relativeeffectiveness.

1 ) Use ALS logic instead of FAST logic.

2 ) Use the highest feasible track impedance (impedance of 750, or

higher is preferred).

3 ) Use a driver with a low output impedance (high driver

current). The order of preference for backpanel drivers is:

30n balance drivers (Example 74F1240)

48/64mA buffer/drivers ~Example 74F244 or 74ALS244)

24/48mA gate devices (Example 74ALS04 or 74F04).

4 ) Place the primary driver near the center of the backpanel.

These design practiceswheredeveloped by simulating microstrip transmission lines. The

transmission line impedances of the microstrip line was 30n, son, 7Sn or lOOn. The

driving device were 74F244, 74ALS244,74F04, 74ALS04, or 74F1240. The

transmission line length was 20 inches long. Tracks were loaded with 1,2,or 5 devices.

We terminated the tracks with no termination, 220/330termination, AC termination (50n in

series with 2OpF). The backpanel connectors weremcxielled as a lumped elementLC circuit

(1t model). The PCB track between the deviceand the backpanel was modelledas a 500.

track of length 1, 3, and 6 inches. Finally, we place the primarydriver at the center and the

end of the backpanel track. We simulated many permutations of theseparameters and

examined the results for minimumtime in the region of 0.8 V to 2.1 V.

5. 4 CROSS-TALK.
Cross-talk is due to energy coupling from one track to a neighboring track. The design

practices listed in table 8 tend to increasethe probabilityof errors due to cross-talk. The left
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column of table 8 indicates the source of the crosstalk problem while the right column

indicates the design practice.

Cross-talk due to the amplitude of the driver Fast edge rates
line energy

Cross-talk due to coupling mechanism • Long parallel tracks

• Closely spaced tracks

• High impedance tracks (large distances
from tracks to ground plane)

• Double sided connector pins (act as
antennas)

Table 8: Design practices that increase cross-talk problems

The following design rules may reduce problems associated with cross-talk. These design

rules are in order of relative effectiveness.

1 ) Place tracks at no greater a height above the ground plane than

the tracks are separated. This means a low track impedance if

high density tracking is required.

2 ) Use ALS instead of FAST drivers

3) Avoid double sided pins on backpanel if rear connections are

not necessary.

These design practices where developed by simulating coupled microstrip transmission

lines. The transmission line impedances of the microstrip line was 30, 50, 75 or lOOn. The

driving device was FAST or ALS buffer/driver devices. The transmission line length was

20 inches long. Tracks were loaded with 5 devices. No termination was used. The

backpanel connectors were modelled as a lumped element LC circuit (7t model) with mutual

coupling (capacitive and inductive) between pins. The PCB track between the device and

the backpanel was modelled as a son track of length 1 inch. We simulated many
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permutations of these parameters and examinedthe results for maximumvoltageon the

victim line.

5.5 TERMINATION

If a designer had full control of all factors in a systemdesign, termination would probably

not be necessary. However, due to manufacturing limitations,backwardcompatibility,

timing constraints, or other system design factors a designer may need to design a

backpanel with the potential for reflectionproblems. Terminations can therefore be used to

reduce this probabilityof reflection

There are three types of terminations that can beused with most backpanels: 119

Series

Thevenin parallel

AC.

Series termination involves placing a seriesresistiveelement in series with the driver. Table

9 shows the advantages, disadvantages, and recommendation for use of series termination.

119Charles Pace, "Terminate BusLines to Avoid Overshoot and Ringing,n Em September 17,

1987,pp 227-234
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Advantages • Reduces reflection

Disadvantages • Will cause metastate problems

• Signal may not reach a logic 1 for heavily
loaded tracks

• Uses space on PCB

Recommendations • Avoid using series termination for
backpanel design

Table 9. Series termination

Thevenin parallel termination involves placing a-set of resistive terminations between Vcc,

the track, and the ground. A commonly used example of Thevenin termination is 220/330§

termination. Table 10 shows the advantages, disadvantages, and recommendation for use

fTh' aralll0 evenm p: e temunanon.

Advantages • May reduce reflections

• May be mounted on paddle cards

• Uses less energy than parallel termination
(resistor to ground)

Disadvantages • Uses power

• Will reduce output high level

• Effectiveness is sensitive to placement

Recommendation • Use 220/330 termination

• Place termination asclose to primary
driver as possible

• Most effective for tracks of 50-70Q
impedance

Table 10. Thevenin termination

§ When we refer to 220/330 termination we refer to a 2200 resistor from Vcc to the signal in
parallel with a 3300 resistor from the signal to ground. The equivalent AC resistance is 1320, however the
DC current draw is generally less than a 1320 resistor from signal track to ground.
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AC termination involves placing a resistive element with a series capacitive element from

the track to either Vcc or ground. Table 11 shows the advantages, disadvantages, and

recommendation for use of AC termination.

Advantages • May reduce reflections

• May bemounted on paddle cards

• No DC current draw

• Compatible with CMOS receivers

Disadvantages • May increase reflections

• Very sensitive to placement

• Requires discrete components

• May increase transition time

Recommendations • Use AC termination with capacitors of
10-20 pF and resistors of 10-50n

• Place termination as far away from
primary driver as possible

• Avoid placing AC termination from track
to VCC (noise will couple onto power
plane)

Table 11.AC termination

When considering using an AC termination the following issues are important.

1 ) AC termination will tend to increase reflections when placed in

close proximity to the primary driver.

2 ) AC termination is very effective when placed as far away as

possible from the primary driver.

3 ) AC termination will tend to increase the transition times of a

signal. Therefore, a designer may use AC termination to fix a

problem of crosstalk. Unfortunately, a designer may

subsequently create a problem of metastates.
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CMOS receivers tend to have input characteristics very similar to AC termination.

Reflectionproblems may be solved withoutusing terminationif the TIL receivers that

interface to a backpanel are replacedwith CMOS receivers.
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6, cONcLuSION

6.1. SYNOPSIS OF RESEARCH

A method for the modelingof arbitrarily complex transmission line networks in a transient

circuit simulator was presented. This method was developed and proven to bemore general

than existing methods of transmission line simulation. The method uses a time-domain

Green's function derived from a scatteringparameterdescription of a transmission line

circuit Implementation of the method wasdescribed and it was verifiedexperimentally and

theoretically.

This method was then used for a practicalapplication of developing guidelines for

designing digital backpanelsfor use in large systems.

The basis steps for using this method of simulationare as follows:

1) Obtain the S parameters for the transmission line systemof interest. The

S parametersmay beobtainedeither from measurements or from theoretical

calculations.

For this research the measured S parameters were obtained using an

HP8753 or an HP8510BAutomaticVector NetworkAnalyzer. This is a

microwavemeasurement tool that directlymeasuresreflection and

transmissioncoefficientsfor a two port system. For these measurements to

be accurate, the networkanalyzermust becalibrated.

For this research when the S parameters of a transmission line system were

are obtained theoretically the CAD simulation tool TOUCHSTONE was

used. This tool calculates the reflection and transmission coefficientsof a

linear system based on ideal models for a variety of microwave

components. For simple two-port systems, the S parameter were

calculated both directlyfrom the characteristic impedanceand propagation

factor and using TOUCHSTONE. For more complex systems,

TOUCHSTONE was used exclusively.
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2) Once the S parameters for a system were calculated, the time domain

Green's function was derived from 94. The shape of the low pass filter was

dependent on the bandwidth of the S parameters and the bandwidth of the

signals used to drive the system to be simulated. In general an analog filter

was used (usually a simple 2 pole Butterworth filter) with a 3dB bandwidth

around the 10th harmonic of the driving source. This ensured that non

negligible frequency components in the Green's function would not be

attenuated significantly.

3) The simulation tool SCAMPER was used to simulate the system. For the

linear terminations of the transmission line system discrete inductors,

capacitors, resistors and EMF sources were used. For the nonlinear

terminations we used transistor level models of FAST and ALS

buffer/driver devices.

Since the S parameters of the transmission line system were determined

with a known termination of 50n, we used this value for the reference

impedance required to separate the nonlinear circuit from the linear

transmission line system.

The transmission line system was implemented into SCAMPER as an n-port

model. This mcxlel required n-controlled EMF sources at each port, and

n-intermediate controlled sources. By using this model, SCAMPER was

able to successfully solve (98) and (100) given the linear and nonlinear

termination as boundary conditions.

This simulation technique was then extensively used to determine some general guidelines

for designing backpanels for large scale medium speed digital systems. The following are

the highlights of the design guidelines.

1) Use ALS devices instead of FAST devices whenever possible.

2) Use as high a track impedance as possible. However, be cautious of

crosstalk when the tracking density is high and the space from the track to

the ground plane is large.
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3) Use Thevenin termination (220/330) to reduce reflections.Place this

termination as close to the primary driver as possible.

6.2. FUTURE WORK

While much work must be done in this area, the following are a list of topics that need to be

examined before this method could be used in a commercial application:

1) The low pass filter must beoptimized. A paper yet to be published by

Griffith and Nakhla120 suggested that the Fourier transform approach can

be improved by using a Laplace transform instead.

2) The implementation of the discrete convolutionneeds to be improved to

improve real time response.

3) A method to improve selecting the PERIOD, DELTAT, AND NEGGRN

parameters is required particulary for the arbitrary case. For this research,

these parameters were originally chosen by trial and error.

4) Implement this method in SPICE such that it can be used outside the BNR

community.

12OR. Griffith and M. Nakhla, "Time Domain Analysis of Lossy Coupled Transmission Lines,"
To Be Published.
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APPENDlx·A: ScAMPER SouRcE conE

SUBROUTINE TRAN(N,X,Y,VN}
IMPLICIT REAL(A-H},INTEGER(I-N),REAL(O-Z}
PARAMETER(NTIM=10000,MXPORT=7,DELTAV=1.D-3,MXSMP=1601,

+ FFACT=1.E9,NSMP=4096,PI=3.14159265358979DO,NZTLM=40000,
+ FUDGE=l.OS}

REAL*8 X(7},Y(MXPORT+l},VN(MXPORT}
REAL v (MXPORT) , G(MXPORT, MXPORT, NTIM) ,

+ VV(MXPORT,NTIM),TTIME(NZTIM)
REAL AFREQ (NZTIM) , SFREQ (MXSMP) , NEGGRN
COMPLEX A(NZTIM),SDATA(MXPORT,MXPORT,MXSMP),S
INTEGER N,ITIME,LTIME,FLAG,IPORT,NPORT,MTIM,ZTIM
CHARACTER*8 FILEN
SAVE VV,G,KTIM,ITIME,LTIME,FLAG,TTIME
COMMON /FDATA/ IDUM(6),TIME

C INITIALIZE VARIABLES
C IPORT: PRESENT PORT
C NPORT: NUMBER OF PORTS IN SYSTEM
C PERIOD: TIME PERIOD OF INTEREST IN SECONDS
C FILEN: FILE NAME OF S-PARAMETER DATA
C NEGGRN: TIME IN WHICH THE GREENS FUNCTION IS ASSUMED NEGLIABLE
C BANDP: -6DB FREQUENCY OF LOW PASS FILTER

IPORT = X(l)
NPORT = X(2)
PERIOD = X(3)
DELTAT = X(4}/2.
IF(X(S).EQ.O.) THEN

NEGGRN = PERIOD/8 .
ELSE

NEGGRN = X (5)
ENDIF
BANDP = X(6)
AORDER = X (7)

C WRITE (*,*) 'START',IPORT,NPORT,PERIOD,DELTAT,NEGGRN
FlLEN = 'SYSGRN'
DO 6 J = 1,NPORT

6 V(J) = VN(J)
IF (N.EQ.O.AND.FLAG.EQ.l) THEN

N=-NPORT
RETURN

ELSEIF(N.EQ.O.AND.FLAG.NE.l) THEN

C SET UP TIME DOMAIN GREENES FUNCTION FROM MEASURED
C SPARAMTER DATA.

OPEN (UNIT=3,FlLE=FlLEN)
READ(3,*) JPORT,NSAMPL
IF (JPORT •NE •NPORT) THEN
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PAUSE 'ERROR: DATA FILE HAS' 'WRONG NUMBER OF PORTS'
CLOSE (UNIT=3)
STOP

ENDIF
DO 20 I = 1,NSAMPL

READ (3,*) SFREQ(I), «SDATA(J,K,I),K=1,NPORT),J=1,NPORT)
SFREQ(I)=SFREQ(I)*FFACT

20 CONTINUE

C SET UP TIME AND FREQUENCY POINTS FOR INTERPOLATION OF
C MEASURED DATA ONTO 2** (M-l) +1 HARMONICS SO THAT AN INVERSE FFT
C CAN BE PERFORMED
C AMXFRQ: MAXIMUM FREQUENCY REQUIRED FOR" "GIVEN DELTAT
C NOT: NUMBER OF TIME POINTS FOR INTERPOLATED DATA
C NOF: NUMBER OF FREQUENCY POINTS FOR INTERPOLATED DATA
C DELATF: FREQUENCY STEP FOR INTERPOIATED DATA
C DELTAT: TIME STEP OF CONVOLUTION
C MTIM: TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME POINTS IN GREENE'S FUNCTION
C ZTIM: TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME POINTS IN TIME STEP

AMXFRQ = 1./(2.*DELTAT)
M = 10

7 M=M+l
NOF = 2** (M-l) +1
NOT = 2**M
DELTAF = AMXFRQ/FLOAT(NOF)
IF(SFREQ(NSAMPL)/FLOAT(NSAMPL) .LT.DELATF) GOTO 7

ZTIM=PERIOD/DELTAT+l
MTIM = MIN(ZTIM,NTIM)

IF (ZTIM.GT.NZTIM) GOTO 123
C WRITE(*,*) ZTIM,MTIM,M,NOF,NOT,DELTAF

DO 10 I = 1,ZTIM
10 TTIME(I) = FLOAT(I-1)*DELTAT

DO 60 I = 1,NOF
60 AFREQ(I) = FLOAT(I-l)*DELTAF

C INTERPOLATE S-PARAMTERS FOR 2** (M-l) +1 HARMONICS

KTIM = a
DO 75 I = I,NPORT
DO 76 J = l,NPORT

K = NSAMPL
DO 80 L = NOF,l,-!

100 IF(K.EQ.l) GOTO 90
IF (AFREQ (L) • GT.SFREQ (NSAMPL» THEN
IF(I.EQ.J) THEN
A(L) = -1.

ELSE
A(L) = O.

ENDIF
ELSEIF(AFREQ(L).GT.SFREQ(K-l) .AND.AFREQ(L) .LE.SFREQ(K» THEN

A(L) = SDATA(I,J,K)+(AFREQ(L)-SFREQ(K»*(SDATA(I,J,K)-
+ SDATA(I,J,K-l»/DELTAF

ELSE
K=K-l --
GOTO 100

ENDIF
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90

+

CONTINUE
DO 110 K = L,l,-l
A(K) = SDATA(I,J,l) + (AFREQ(K)-SFREQ(1»*(SDATA(I,J,2)

SDATA(I,J,1»/DELTAF

110 CONTINUE

C FIND TIME DOMAIN GREENES FUNCTION FROM INTERPOLATED S-PARAMETER DATA

DO 120 L = 1,NOF
C WRITE (*,*) AFREQ(L),A(L),L

IF (BANDP •NE • 0) THEN
S = (1. /CMPLX (1. ,AFREQ (L) /BANDP) ) **AORDER

ELSE
S=1.0

ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.J) THEN
A(L) .5*(1.+A(L»*S

ELSE
A(L) = .5*A(L)*S

ENDIF
120 CONTINUE

CALL INFOUR(A,M,DELTAF,DELTAT)
C WRITE (*,*) I,J

DO 160 K = 1,MTIM
IF (TTIME(K) .LE.NEGGRN.AND.TTIME(K+1) .GE.NEGGRN) KTIM=K

C IF(I.LE.J.AND.TTIME(K).LE.NEGGRN) WRITE(*,*) TTIME(K),REAL(A(K»
160 G(I,J,K) = REAL(A(K»*FUDGE
76 CONTINUE
75 CONTINUE

IF(NEGGRN.GE.TTIME(MTIM» THEN
123 PAUSE 'WARNING: PERIOD TOO SMALL FOR GREEN FUNCTION'

KTIM=MT1M
ENDIF

N = -NPORT
ITIME = 1
LTIME = 1
FLAG = 1
RETURN

ELSE

C PERFORM THE CONVOLUTION IN THE TIME DOMAIN FOR SCAMPER
C SCAMPER REQUIRES THE VOLTAGE SOURCE AND THE FIRST DERIVITIVE
C OF THE VOLTAGE SOURCE WITH RESPECT TO EACH OF THE CONTROLLING
C VARIABLES

C FIRST STEP IS TO DETERMINE WHAT TIME SCAMPER IS SOLVING FOR AND
C THE CONVOLUTION OF ALL PASSED EVENTS

C
C
C
C

ITIME:
LTIME:
VV (, ) :
G(,,):

PRESENT SCAMPER TIME
LAST SCAMPER TIME THAT THE SOLUTION CONVERGED
HISTORY OF THE VOLTAGES AT THE CONTROLLING SOURCES
TIME DOMAIN GREENES FUNCTION

IF(TIME.GT.TTIME(ITIME+1» LTIME=ITIME
DO 210 ITIME = LTIME, ZTIM
IF (TTIME (ITIME) . GT.TIME) GOTO 215
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210 CONTINUE
PAUSE 'PERIOD ERROR'
STOP

215 ITIME=ITIME-1
C FIND THE VALUE OF THE VOLTAGE SOURCE BASED ON THE CONVOUTION

DO 220 JPORT = 1, NPORT
220 CALL INTVV(VV,V,JPORT,LTIME,ITIME)

Y(NPORT+1) = CONV(G,VV,KTIM,IPORT,NPORT,LTIME,ITIME)

C FIND THE VALUE OF THE FIRST DERIVITlVE OF THE VOLTAGE SOURCE WRT
C EACH CONTROLLING VARIABLE

DO 230 JPORT = 1, NPORT
V(JPORT) = V(JPORT) +DELTAV
CALL INTVV(VV,V,JPORT,LTIME,ITIME)
Y(JPORT) = (CONV(G,VV,KTIM,IPORT,NPORT,LTIME,ITIME)-

+ Y(NPORT+l»/DELTAV
V(JPORT) = V(JPORT) -DELTAV
CALL INTVV(VV,V,JPORT,LTIME,ITIME)

230 CONTINUE
C WRITE(*,*) 'TIME =',TIME
C WRITE(*,' (7FIO.5) ') (Y(I),I=I,NPORT+l)
C WRITE(*,' (6FIO.5) ') (VN(I),I=l,NPORT)
C WRITE (*, , (616) ') I PORT, NPORT, MTIM, KTIM, I TIME, LTIME

RETURN
ENDIF
END

C SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES THE CONTROLLING VARIABLE ON THE TIME STEP
C USED

SUBROUTINE INTVV(VV,V,JPORT,LTIME,ITlME)
IMPLICIT REAL(A-H),INTEGER(I-N),REAL(O-Z)
PARAMETER(NTIM=10000,MXPORT=7,DELTAV=1.D-3,MXSMP=1601,

+ NSMP=4096,PI=3.14159265358979DO)
REAL VV (MXPORT, NTIM) , V(MXPORT)
INTEGER JPORT,LTlME,ITIME
VV(JPORT, ITIME) = V(JPORT)
DO 10 I=LTIME+1,ITIME-l
IF (LTIME •NE• I TIME ) 'IV (JPORT, I) =

+ VV(JPORT,LTIME)+FLOAT(I-LTIME)/FLOAT(ITIME-LTlME)
+ , * (VV(JPORT, ITIME) -VV (JPORT,LTIME) )

1-0 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INFOUR(A,M,DELTAF,DELTAT)
PARAMETER(NTIM=10000,MXPORT=7,DELTAV=1.D-3,MXSMP=1601,

+ NSMP=4096,PI=3.14159265358979DO)
COMPLEX A(NSMP),B(NSMP)
INTEGER M,NOT,NOF
REAL DELTAF, DELTAT
NOT = 2**M
NOF = 2**(M-1) + 1
DO 10 I = 1,NOF
B(l) = A(I)
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CONTINUE
B(NOF ) = DBLE (A (NOF) )
DO 20 I = NOF+1,NOT
B(I) = CONJG(A(NOT-I+l»

CONTINUE
CALL FFT(B,M)
DO 30 I=l,NOT

A(I) = DBLE(B(I)/FLOAT(NOT»
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FFT(A, M)

IMPLICIT REAL(A-H),INTEGER(I-N),REAL(O-Z)
COMPLEX A(l),U,W,T
INTEGER M
N = 2**M
NV2 = N/2
NM1 = N-1
J = 1
DO 7 I = l,NMl
IF(I.GE.J) GOTO 5
T = A(J)
A(J) = A(I)
A(I) = T
K = NV2
IF(K.GE.J) GOTO 7
J = J -K
K = K/2
GOTO 6
J = J +K
DO 20 L = 1,M
LE = 2**L
LE1 = LE/2
U = (1.,0.)
ANG = 3.14159265358979DO/LE1
W= CMPLX(COS(ANG),SIN(ANG»
DO 20 J = 1,LE1
DO 10 I=J,N,LE
IP = I+LEl
T = A(IP) *U
A(IP) = A(I)-T
A(I) = A(I)+T
U=U*W
RETURN
END

FUNCTION CONV(G,VV,KTIM, IPORT,NPORT,LTIME, ITlME)
IMPLICIT REAL(A-H),INTEGER(I-N),REAL(O-Z)
PARAMETER(NTIM=10000,MXPORT=7,DELTAV=1.D-3,MXSMP=1601,

NSMP=4096,PI=3.14159265358979DO)
REAL G(MXPORT,MXPORT,NTIM),VV(MXPORT,NTIM)
INTEGER IPORT,NPORT,LTIME,ITIME

C
C ADD KTIM LIMIT FOR CONVOLUTION
C
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CONV = O.
DO 10 JPORT = 1, NPORT

DO 20 L = 1,KTIM
IF (ITIME-L+l.GT.O) THEN

CONV = CONV + G(JPORT,IPORT,L)*VV(JPORT,ITlME-L+l)
ELSE

CONV = CONV + G(JPORT,IPORT,L)*VV(JPORT,l)
ENDIF

20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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